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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Chronic conditions constitute the leading causes of death and disability in the world. 

Chronic diseases are responsible for 60% of the global disease burden (WHO 2002). More 

than two-thirds of deaths in the United States are the result of chronic diseases according 

to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Heart disease, cancer, respiratory 

diseases, and stroke are the leading cause of death in the US. Studies show that diabetes is 

on the rise among Americans, and follows close behind as the seventh leading cause of 

death [1]. 

Recently the chronic disease pervasiveness has increased gradually among people of 

all ages. According to CDC, 133 million Americans had at least one chronic condition in 

2005. In addition, it is projected that chronic disease affects 157 million Americans by 

2020. Consequently, number of patients who have multiple chronic diseases is being 

increased in recent years. Studies show chronic diseases affected more than one in two 

adults and more than one in four children in the United States among them more than 25 

percent live with multiple chronic conditions [2]. Multiple chronic conditions add 

complexity and cost to the health systems since they make the needs of patients with 

multiple chronic diseases more complicated compared to other patients. In addition, the 

rapidly aging population and a nationwide increase in risk factors for chronic disease can 

cause a significant increase in the number of patients with chronic conditions. 

Chronic disease management is an integrated approach for managing illnesses that 

require coordinated patient care and treatment to improve the quality of care while reducing 

healthcare cost. Traditional formats of healthcare delivery are unable to address the needs 
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of patients with chronic disease fully. The reason is that the complexity of the patient’s 

clinical needs necessitates a pool of skills in the healthcare team. Based on prior systematic 

reviews of chronic disease management programs, Norris and colleagues defined chronic 

disease management in the clinical setting as “an organized, proactive, multi-component, 

patient-centered approach to healthcare delivery that involves all members of a defined 

population who have a specific disease entity (or a subpopulation with specific risk 

factors)”[3]. They believed that the care is integrated across the entire spectrum of the 

disease and its complications, the prevention of comorbid conditions, and the relevant 

aspects of the delivery system. They considered “identification of the population, 

implementation of clinical practice guidelines or other decision-making tools, 

implementation of additional patient-, provider-, or healthcare system-focused 

interventions, the use of clinical information systems, and the measurement and 

management of outcomes” as essential components of chronic disease management.  

Chronic disease operations decision makers can prevent costly effects of chronic 

conditions with the help of numerous policies and programs. Access to comprehensive, 

quality health services is vital for everyone, but even more critical for those who have 

chronic conditions. Decision makers can enhance access to care by predicting the demand 

and workload of patients. Then they can optimize the use of healthcare resources. Thus, 

decision makers can improve prevention, detection, and treatment of chronic health 

conditions, yet many people face significant barriers for accessing to care. 
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 More than 45 million Americans currently lack health insurance, many more are 

affected by the high cost of care, and others live in communities where services are difficult 

to access or unavailable. 

Lack of insurance can adversely affect chronic disease operations management. One 

of the negative consequences of being uninsured is that people without insurance coverage 

are more likely to skip treatments, use emergency rooms, and be hospitalized due to the 

high cost of medical services. This issue is worse among seniors or patient with 

comorbidities since they need ongoing treatments and care. In addition, the mentioned 

issue may result in undiagnosed and uncontrolled chronic disease and eventually death.  

Recent researches show that almost one-third of uninsured, working-age U.S. adults 

have at least one chronic condition. The primary goal of the 2010 Affordable Care Act 

(ACA) is to enhance access to health insurance through health insurance exchanges and 

optional Medicaid development. In addition, Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs) 

can enhance access to healthcare. Many patients who lack access to care, including the 

uninsured patients, residents of rural and underserved areas can be provided with primary 

medical, dental, behavioral and social services in FQHCs. However, the cost of providing 

the aforementioned health services plays a significant role in the success and survival of 

the proposed interventions. Since many of governmental healthcare entities provide 

services regardless of an individual’s ability to pay, there is a critical need to optimize the 

cost of these healthcare systems. Nowadays, debates and discussions about the cost-

effectiveness and feasibility of these programs is a hot topic. Chronic disease operations 

management can help legislators in their decision-making by providing insight so that they 
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can choose between many strategic policy options effectively. The purpose of chronic 

disease operations management is to provide a low cost and high-quality healthcare to 

patients. The reduced cost of providing healthcare can ensure access to a full range of 

quality health services for people with chronic diseases despite their location. Thus, even 

uninsured or underinsured patients can use healthcare benefits and seek care for chronic 

diseases. In addition, it ensures that the healthcare systems are well planned and cost-

effective so that it can survive during a course of the strategic planning horizon.  

Primary care plays a substantial role in healthcare delivery systems, in a way that it is 

considered as the primary resource for patients to get their consultation. Thus, improving 

primary care scope may result in a significant increase in patient’s satisfaction. The 

fundamental part of primary care is primary care physicians (PCP), and one of the essential 

attributes of PCP is patient panel list. A patient panel consists of the assignments of sets of 

patients to their providers. Typically, the patient panel size is predetermined and has a 

specific maximum size. In United States the average panel size is about 2,300 patients for 

one year [4]. One of the challenges in patient panel design is the quota size that is already 

predetermined, and it is not dynamic to balance the workload of each provider. Many 

factors can affect the PCP workload such as patient’s gender, age, insurance, and diagnostic 

code. These factors can change the workload amount based on their status so by assigning 

a certain number of patients to each PCP we cannot expect the same workload amount 

since a patient panel with a particular number of patients who are young and healthy can 

generate a different workload than the one with elderly patients with the chorionic disease. 

In the first case, PCP is underutilized, and it imposes a cost to the healthcare delivery 
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system. In addition, in the second case, the PCP is doing excessive work that increases the 

risk of misdiagnosis as well as increasing waiting time, PCP switching number, the 

probability of visiting emergency department and cost caused by patient dissatisfaction and 

provider overtime. In addition, it is so important to maintain continuity of care, so patients 

and their PCP can be involved in increasing the quality of care over time. To achieve this 

goal, providers should be able to create a balance in their patient panel size so that patients 

are able to get a timely and regular appointment and see their physicians. This process leads 

to enhance the patient experience and the probability of being diagnosed accurately and 

taking medications correctly. Healthcare systems became more complicated and multi-

level in recent years. An efficient healthcare system needs to have specific characteristics 

such as continuity of care, availability of care, comprehensiveness, coordination between 

providers, and focusing on all aspects of care that patient needs at a care period. One of the 

models that completely includes these factors is team-based care delivery. 

With the complex need of patient with multiple chronic conditions and the advances 

in the treatment of chronic diseases, teamwork in the context of chronic diseases needs to 

be considered as an effective approach in order to cater the needs of patients and provide a 

high-quality healthcare service. A coordinated multidisciplinary care team is a crucial 

factor in successful chronic disease interventions [5]. A patient care team is a group of 

diverse clinicians who communicate with each other regularly about the care of a defined 

group of patients and participate in that care. A healthcare team that includes skilled 

clinicians contribute to chronic disease operations management effectiveness. Granting 

responsibilities to other team members rather than doing all the works by primary care 
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physician can contribute to the success of chronic disease operations management since it 

ensures patients receive high-quality care. In order to provide team-based care effectively, 

one can add new disciplines and skills while defining some new roles for each member of 

the team, such as nurses and pharmacists. Team care increases the number and enhances 

the quality of available services. Therefore, it leads to improved health outcomes and 

reduced healthcare costs.  

Recently, many healthcare entities used team-based care to improve the quality of care 

delivery. Team-based care aims to improve access to care and coordination of patient care. 

In team-based care delivery systems, a team of health care providers consisting of 

physicians, nurses, nutritionists, pharmacists, community health workers, and social 

workers all work together with focusing on a person’s overall health, in order to provide 

coordinated, comprehensive care for patients with multiple chronic conditions. Team-

based care helps many healthcare entities to reduce costs and improve chronic disease care 

delivery. Since the healthcare delivery by a coordinated team of individuals benefits from 

the insights of different bodies of knowledge, and a wider range of skills.  

Team-based care is beneficial for enhancing healthcare systems in various aspects. For 

example, it helps physicians to assign more time to diagnosis and treatment so the other 

healthcare team members can focus on different aspects of care. Therefore, since the 

healthcare team provides other care services, the cost of delivering healthcare decreases, 

and the system becomes more cost efficient. Moreover, team-based care leads to better 

chronic conditions management and enables more preventive screening. In addition, using 

team-based care reduces the waiting time of patients and helps to balance their required 
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workload, due to providing care by teams and being patient-oriented instead of provider-

oriented. The stated operational problems show that team-based care delivery systems have 

many potentials for improvement through using data analytics, operations research and 

optimization techniques. 

As it is mentioned, one of the most effective ways to address chronic disease is through 

team-based care [8]. However, in some geographic areas, there is a shortage of necessary 

primary care providers for these teams. We project that the demand for primary care 

workforce increases due to the increase in the number of newly ensured Americans under 

the Affordable Care Act. Thus, considering the rate of enrollment, the need for more 

available providers to ensure that the new patients have adequate access to primary care 

becomes critical.  

Many health centers and hospitals utilized the team-based care model lately. However, 

achieving its full potential in practice is a challenging task due to uncertain demand. Many 

studies evaluated the performance of team-based care in practice. Although the model 

performance is acceptable in some studies, there is room for improvements in team-based 

care operational modeling to achieve its potential fully. As we mentioned earlier, the 

patient panel adjustment can ensure a better quality and continuity of care in healthcare 

systems. Therefore, developing a systematic approach to predict the patient demand then 

assigning each patient to teams is critical for designing patient panels.  

People with chronic conditions, and especially those with multiple chronic conditions, 

receive care from numerous providers in various settings. Therefore, the demand for 
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healthcare is growing, so some policies need to be considered in order to make the 

workforce able to meet the healthcare demand.  

Supply and demand realization in the traditional format of primary care and team-

based care are different. In traditional primary care, supply is equal to the total available 

time of physician, and demand is total required workload. However, in team-based care 

model supply depends on all the available time of the members of each healthcare team. 

Therefore, it is a portfolio of the total available time of each healthcare provider in the 

team. Besides, in team-based care, we treat patient required workload as a stochastic 

variable that spreads through the healthcare team members based on their duties and 

professions. Therefore, it generates a portfolio of required workload that depends on 

different conditions and attributes of the patient. Thus, patient panel design has a more 

significant effect on the efficiency of team-based care model than traditional primary care 

model.  

Recently, few studies focused on investigating the advantages of team-based delivery 

systems. The results of the studies show that using a multi-professional group including 

trained nurses and staffs who complement the physician in critical care functions, is 

associated with better outcomes, patient satisfaction improvement. In addition, it helps 

healthcare decision makers to cater the demand complexity issues occurring in the process 

of chronic disease healthcare management.  

In order to achieve the above-mentioned objectives, we propose a comprehensive 

framework for chronic disease operations management in this study. This framework 
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provides the modeling and solutions for optimizing chronic disease operations in three 

different management levels, i.e., strategic, tactical and operational.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Chronic Disease Management Architecture 

As it is shown in Figure 1.1, the proposed framework includes two phases: predictive 

and prescriptive analysis while the domain of action consists of two parts: inter-and intra-

facility operations management.  

In phase one; we present a predictive analysis that provides healthcare management 

boards with actionable insights based on data. Predictive analytics uses historical patient 

data, statistical models and prediction algorithms in order to provide patient’s workload 

estimates and pattern identification. Therefore, we define two types of problems in this 

phase as below. 
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1. Modeling of the location of patients and estimating the required workload of 

patients for all facilities in the healthcare system 

2. Predicting the required workload of patients based on their chronic disease features 

for each facility 

After estimating the above-mentioned uncertain variables, we implement prescriptive 

analysis in phase two. Prescriptive analysis proposed in phase two assists decision makers 

to quantify and optimize the effect of future decisions and help them toward various 

strategic, tactical and operational solutions. Stochastic optimization helps decision makers 

to understand how they can achieve the best outcome and identify data uncertainties to 

make better decisions. Thus, we define three problems in this phase as below. 

1. Stochastic capacity planning to determine the number of each healthcare provider 

for all facilities in strategic level 

2. Stochastic recourse allocation, team workforce and workload optimization for 

determining the number of healthcare provider team types with different compositions 

within each facility in tactical level  

3. Patient and resource operational planning within each facility in operational level  

We discuss the current state of chronic disease operations management, its importance, 

and challenges, in the next part of this research 

1.2. Research Motivation and Objectives  

Chronic diseases are responsible for 7 in 10 deaths among Americans each year and 

the vast majority of health care costs. In addition to the serious consequences for the 

nations’ health and health care systems, the increase in the number of patients with chronic 
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conditions significantly contributed to health care costs [9]. Chronic disease treatment cost 

accounts for seventy-five percent of U.S. health care spending. Beneficiaries who have 

complex needs significantly influence healthcare costs and account for an even larger 

portion of spending [10].  

Beyond the healthcare cost of chronic conditions, chronic diseases can adversely affect 

the economy and reduce economic productivity by increasing the rate of absenteeism and 

poor job performance. Studies show that chronic diseases cost the U.S. economy nearly 

$1.3 trillion annually, including $277 billion for treating chronic conditions and $1 trillion 

in lost productivity [11].  

The main motivation of this research is to provide a solution for issues in chronic 

disease operations management in different planning levels by optimizing the healthcare 

operations. Managing the chronic disease operations leads to a reduced healthcare 

operation cost. This approach contributes in decreasing the cost of healthcare delivery 

while increasing the productivity of the chronic disease operations management systems. 

This approach leads to chronic disease operations cost reduction by using data analytics 

and operations research techniques in order to plan for required resources and allocate them 

to the patients based on their various demand while balancing workload of the resources. 

In addition, the proposed approach results in enhancing the access of patients with chronic 

conditions to a reliable and efficient team-based care. To the extent of our knowledge, there 

is no systematic analytic approach and framework defined in different management levels 

for team-based chronic disease operations management applied in inter-and intra-facility 

domains.  
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The remainder of this research is structured as follows: in the next chapter, we focus 

on the predictive part of this dissertation and present a Deep Multi-Task Learning (DMTL) 

approach for predicting the required workload of patients. In this chapter, after introducing 

the problem, we investigate the research articles focused on patient workload prediction. 

Afterwards, we explain the adopted prediction methods as well as different approaches for 

measuring patient workload. Subsequently, we propose our developed model for predicting 

patient workload in this chapter. Then, we present the results of our approach and compare 

the results with the earlier approaches. We conclude chapter two with elaborating more on 

the results of the proposed approach and analyzing the model performance. In chapter 

three, we mainly focus on the prescriptive part of this dissertation where we model and 

solve the aforementioned problems in strategical and tactical levels of decision-making in 

chronic disease operations management as it is shown in Figure 1.1. In addition, we review 

the existing literature about healthcare capacity planning and resource planning in team-

based care. Then, we put forth the description of the proposed two-stage stochastic models 

as well as explanation of the related assumptions considered in developing the stochastic 

models. Afterward, we discuss results from two aspects of algorithm execution 

performance and cost optimization. Finally, we summarize the research and discuss the 

research contribution and novelty as well as future research directions in chapter four of 

this dissertation.  
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CHAPTER 2 PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS: DEEP MULTI-TASK PATIENT 

WORKLOAD PREDICTION 

2.1. Problem Statement 

One of the crucial factors affecting healthcare delivery systems is indeterminacy in 

patient’s demand and related workload. The variation in the required workload of the 

patient depends on the inherent diversity of individuals differing greatly in socioeconomic 

factors and health conditions. In this case, decision makers need to predict the patient 

workload and precisely estimate the needed healthcare resources to manage the workload 

of healthcare providers and related risks by widening their vision toward developing 

healthcare intervention strategies. Particularly, underestimating the demand influences the 

quality of provided care negatively, whereas overestimating the demand raises operating 

costs. Although many approaches are used to anticipate the patient demand recently, still 

there are rooms for improvement in healthcare demand prediction due to various types of 

uncertainty and patterns existing in these problems.  

Recently, data analytics methods transformed the world of healthcare research on 

heterogeneous patient information significantly. Dependable datasets and suitable 

analytical approaches are two fundamental components for predicting the demand of 

patient and develop data-driven models. Electronic Health Records (EHR) is a valuable 

source of structured datasets, which help analysists to investigate the effects of different 

clinical features and the relationship between numerous types of diseases and comorbidities 

with the patient demand by applying several statistical analysis tools especially machine 

learning on clinical datasets. EHR plays the most important role as the primary source for 
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analysis of healthcare datasets and strengthens research foundations in health systems. It 

can capture and integrate patient-specific information, provide a high dimensional dataset 

comprising diagnosis results (ICD codes), patient conditions, treatments, medications, 

laboratory test results, and imaging data, and eventually bill information, socioeconomic 

and demographic data such as age, gender, and employment status. As previously 

mentioned, EHR offers an important foundation for generating data-driven predictive 

clinical multivariate models using machine-learning methods. These models help decision 

makers to make inferences on patient demand primarily based on their different attributes 

and features. However, without using representative features the output of the model is not 

reliable.   

Feature representation is a crucial task in healthcare demand prediction due to the 

presence of high dimensionality in healthcare datasets. In order to make predictive models 

more accurate when the number of features is large, the first step to do is extracting relevant 

and important features and transforming them into more explanatory features. Machine 

learning algorithms benefit from feature representation techniques in different ways. 

Feature representation enables machine-learning algorithms to make the training process 

faster, reduce the complexity of a model to make it easy to interpret, improve the model 

performance and reduce overfitting. Feature learning techniques are categorized into two 

major categories, namely feature selection and feature creation. In feature selection, a 

subset of features is extracted while removing redundant, irrelevant and noisy features. 

However, feature creation techniques map features to a new space and combine them to 

reduce dimensionality of the original input and capture the important information more 
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effectively. Feature selection and feature creation algorithms include many techniques such 

as Principal component analysis (PCA), Independent component analysis (ICA), K-means 

clustering as well as deep leaning. The remarkable performance of deep learning 

techniques rises the popularity, acceptance, and utilization of deep learning methods with 

multiple hidden layers in healthcare data analytics for a variety of purposes. Feature 

representation by deep learning is distinct from classic feature learning techniques. 

Unsupervised deep learning approaches are considered as effective healthcare data 

abstraction methods in many recent studies. In addition, deep learning approaches are 

utilized as a predecessor for supervised learning. One advantage of using deep architecture 

for EHR feature representation is the capability of expressing different concept levels that 

are difficult to be expressed explicitly or formally in the problem domain. In addition, 

another advantage is simulating the complex procedure of human brains by storing the 

features as weights of connections between nodes when using deep learning models with 

multiple-layer networks [12]. 

Recently, patient-centered and team-based healthcare systems replaced disease-

centered systems. This transformation necessitates the integration of patients, healthcare 

providers, and medical facilities. However, it challenges healthcare systems to quantify the 

overall performance and efficiency, measure the workload of healthcare providers, and 

define payment, billing and compensation procedures based on the actual workload done 

by providers. Among datasets provided by EHR, Relative Value Unit (RVU) is one of the 

most valuable information since it plays a key role in quantifying the patient workload 

assigned to each healthcare provider. Physician work RVU determines the relative measure 
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of time to complete the service, technical skill, physical effort, the intensity of mental effort 

and training as well as judgment required to supply a specified health service. RVU is an 

essential component of numerous physician practices and serves as an effective assessment 

factor for amount of workload. Therefore, this unique methodology is employed as a basis 

for calculations of healthcare team compensation in the modern healthcare service industry.  

RVUs are selected based on the Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System 

(HCPCS), an accredited healthcare procedure codes defined by the American Medical 

Association's Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) for reporting hospital procedures in 

different levels. In this system, every physician needs to submit a report including all the 

services and their associated codes for each patient. These codes indicate which performed 

a course of action, prescribed treatments, injected or delivered medication to the patient. 

The CPT codes must be written in accordance with condition of patient and physician's 

examination and diagnosis, which is represented by International Classification of Diseases 

(ICD) codes. Furthermore, RVU specifies the relativeness of values assigned to different 

healthcare service types or procedures. For this purpose, every single procedure type or 

service is determined by using a specific amount of RVU. The more complicated 

procedures need a larger amount of RVU. For instance, an invasive surgical procedure 

would have a higher RVU than a well patient visit. According to this relative scale, a 

medical practitioner visiting five complicated or high acuity patients per day accumulates 

far more RVUs than a physician who visits ten or more low acuity patients per day. As it 

is mentioned earlier, if a code has a higher RVU, it needs more time, intensity and technical 

skills. For example, an RVU of one can be allocated to a level one office visit, an RVU of 
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two can be referred to a quality three office visit, and finally, an RVU of twenty may be 

assigned to a surgical treatment. Thus, different conditions of patients influence the 

workload of healthcare providers. However, similar patients in different locations can have 

different workloads due to efficiency of health systems, physical location of the facilities, 

quality of the provided care and the cost of providing the care. Therefore, developing a 

facility-based predictive model to estimate the workload is essential in order to enhance 

patient’s satisfaction and reduce the overall cost of healthcare systems.  

In this research, we employ Multi-Task Learning (MTL) as a useful solution to 

approach datasets containing multiple related instances in EHR from many healthcare 

facilities. The final goal of MTL is to manage helpful information that into several similar 

tasks in order to improve the general performance of all learning tasks. For this purpose, 

MTL may be combined with some other learning models including semi-supervised 

learning and unsupervised learning. Machine learning approaches essentially require a 

large number of samples to learn a precise learner. However, satisfying this primary 

requirement might not be easy in healthcare systems analytics since there are some 

difficulties in gathering healthcare data. [13]. If each task has a limited number of samples 

and the majority of learning tasks are related, mutual learning of the tasks improves the 

training performance in comparison with the individual learning of them. MTL method 

categorizes the dataset based on particular tasks and considers a limited training dataset for 

every defined task. Then all tasks are learned jointly to use the shared representation. This 

process helps to improve the performance of learning other tasks by using what is learned 

for each task. Healthcare demand depends on many facility-dependent features that can be 
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different across various facilities. Thus, we consider every facility as a task with its data in 

multi-task learning while learning them simultaneously to develop an accurate predictor.  

As discussed above, the accuracy and dependability of the patient workload prediction 

is an important and critical issue in any healthcare system since it has a direct relationship 

with decreasing the overall costs and increasing patient’s satisfaction. In the present 

research, we implement a multi-task learning approach on a represented patients’ data to 

achieve an accurate workload prediction when the number of samples in the dataset is 

limited and the workload is facility-dependent. Then we compare the results of the 

proposed deep multi-task learning approach with that of other various predictive 

approaches in order to develop a more accurate patient workload predictive model and 

improve the prediction effectiveness in different ways.  

2.2. Literature Review 

We have categorized the previous works related to the present research into two 

groups. The first group predicts patient workload in healthcare issues by using RVU while 

the second one applies multi-task learning in patient workload prediction. In the following 

section, we have investigated conducted studies in the mentioned categories, separately. 

2.2.1. Relative Value Units and Patient Workload Prediction  

Relative value unit is a standardized measure for outpatient workload and a national 

standard for measuring resource allocation, productivity, budgeting, and cost 

benchmarking. RVU demonstrates the relative amount of needed physician work, 

expertise, and resources for healthcare services. Many researchers use RVU as the main 

source to assess the required workload associated with patient’s demand. Therefore, an 
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appropriate prediction of future demand and reasonable estimation of the overall cost for 

allocating resources require an accurate workload predictor. In most of the conducted RVU 

prediction studies, the main limitation is descriptive analysis or regression-based modeling 

for anticipating the workload. In this section, we discuss some of these prominent studies 

that use RVU as a measure of workload.  

Most of the studies are concentrated on finding the attributes that influence the 

workload in the early stages of studying RVU. In one study, Moniz [14] categorized 

patients based on their predisposing characteristics, i.e., gender, age, and social structure, 

then calculated the average RVU for each category, and finally analyzed the difference 

between the mean RVU and mean RVU per beneficiary by means of univariate analysis of 

variance. In other words, he used RVU to determine the relationship between workload 

and three different categories of gender, age and beneficiary type, using univariate analysis 

of variance. The results showed that age, gender and beneficiary category provide 

significant value for predicting the workload. 

Many factors such as patient’s age, gender, and diagnostic codes subject workload to 

variation. Østbye et al. [15] suggested that the type of chronic diseases affects the patient’s 

visit frequency. Also, Naessens et al. [16] showed that clinical workload and related 

medical cost could be significantly varied based on the number of chronic conditions in a 

patient. Some studies used relative value units as predictor factors since they are among 

most important KPIs in order to measure workload. Turrentine et al., [17] studied the 

attributes of mostly elderly patients undergoing major operations in order to predict 

morbidity, mortality, and risk factors. They used stepwise logistic regression to predict 
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mortality as an independent variable, and then investigated the effect of age on the outcome 

variables. In addition, they identified the risk factors predictive of morbidity and mortality 

associated with age groups.  

Applying regression-based methods is considered as a straightforward solution to 

predict RVU in order to understand the demand of patients precisely. Murphy [18] used 

the surveys completed by PCMH team members in order to develop a demand-based 

forecast for RVU volume using multiple linear regression modeling. In this research, she 

studied the relationship between patient workload and per-encounter independent variables 

such as age, gender, beneficiary category, provider specialty, evaluation and management 

code, and appointment type, while assessing the relationship of each independent variable 

with the workload separately. Shah et al., [19] applied linear and multiple logistic 

regression and investigated the correlation of surgical procedures including measures of 

surgeon effort and RVU. They showed that there is a clear correlation between RVU and 

certain measures of surgeon work and patient’s attributes, such as the frequency of serious 

adverse events, and patient’s overall morbidity. Furthermore, they demonstrated that RVU 

is a compelling factor in predicting the operative time, length of stay, and serious adverse 

events. 

We can forecast RVU by means of some other methods. For example, Barnes [20] 

developed two models in which RVU was used to anticipate the future patient’s demand 

for ten specialty practices. In the first model, he performed a time series model to find the 

most precise fitting forecast model. He evaluated the result of the model by least mean 

square error and used exponential smoothing method to minimize the error. In the second 
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model, he used the past usage rate to anticipate the patient’s demand; however, this method 

can be only applied in short-term prediction since in long-time horizon, irresponsible 

external factors may have some effects on the prediction.  

As discussed above, RVUs are variables that represent healthcare demand. Etzioni et 

al., [21] estimated the effect of the aging population on the amount of surgical work. They 

also multiplied the age-specific surgery incidence rate for each procedure by the 

corresponding work RVU to anticipate the future workload required for surgical works. 

The results show a considerable increase in demand for surgical services due to the aging 

population. Therefore, it seems necessary to have a robust methodology to control the 

growth of workload as well as maintain the quality of care. Crane et al., [22] considered 

relative value units, RVU/h, and patients seen per hour as inputs, and proposed a task-based 

framework entitled “entropy”, then they evaluated the relationship between workload and 

the crowding in the emergency department. Their framework measures some aspects of the 

workload in emergency departments, such as efficiency and acuity. They regarded the 

workload as an operational complexity and defined that based on the total information 

collected from each task during observations in a certain period. Therefore, the entropy 

formula helped them in assigning an entropy value to different tasks, and finally estimating 

the workload of all tasks performed by healthcare providers. Chasan et al., [23] assessed 

workload and resources in eye care procedures using RVU and provided descriptive 

statistical analysis. Arndt et al. [24] applied another approach to assess the workload. They 

provided a survey of the perceived workload while both face to face and non-face to face 

encounters in order to assess the primary workload. Their results show that regardless of 
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health status when routine primary care is not face-to-face, the total workload of panel 

management activities is more significant than the total workload associated with face-to-

face encounters. 

Since RVU represents the workload, some previous studies worked on optimizing the 

capacity considering RVUs. As an example, Bryce and Christensen [25] assumed a 

variable workload for the patient’s demand and found the mean and variance of workload 

during different time frames. Ultimately, they fitted normal distributions for demands and 

attempted to match the resource capacity efficiently to optimize staffing process. In 

addition, there are some other researches focusing on predicting the cost of operations. 

Such researches assumed RVU as an input helping the development of decision support 

systems for resource allocation process. Fulton et al., [26] incorporated data envelopment 

analysis of efficiency scores into a traditional logarithmic-linear cost function. They 

considered RVU as cost driver for hospital operations since it represents the workload 

volume and complexity. 

2.2.2. Deep Feature Representation in Healthcare  

In 2006, after Bengio’s review on deep learning and summarizing the prominent 

algorithms in deep learning, deep learning methods gained the attention of many 

researchers across the globe [8]. Deep predictive modeling and feature representation, are 

studied and applied to a variety of domains, including automatic text generation, image and 

speech recognition as well as biomedicine [27], [28]. The primary reasons for the broad 

use of deep learning approaches are the ability of modeling complex systems, generating a 

high-level representation of features, and enhancing the prediction accuracy.  
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Recent rapid growth in information gathering mechanisms provides voluminous, 

complex and high dimensional datasets with a huge number of features. Due to high 

dimensionality in these types of datasets, the traditional machine learning approaches such 

as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and 

Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) may not be adequate to handle the 

dimensionality reduction and feature representation process. In contrary, deep learning 

approaches have shown an excellent performance in dealing with the challenge mentioned 

above. Pervasive sensing, medical imaging, medical informatics, bioinformatics, and 

public health are all examples of the application of deep learning in health informatics that 

require their specific input dataset including data from wearable devices, MRI/CT images, 

EHR, gene expression, social media data, respectively [29].  

Feature learning and data representation are critical factors that can significantly affect 

the performance of clinical predictive models. There are many shortcomings such as 

inability in generalization and discovering new patterns as well as lack of scalability, 

associated with the traditional approaches for EHR dimensionality reduction where subject 

matter experts input is needed for identifying the patterns and important features [30]. 

Recently some research articles tried to address the mentioned limitations by suggesting 

data-driven approaches for EHR feature selection, and identifying risk factors to extract 

the correlation and the dependencies in the clinical data [31], [32]. However, these methods 

have limited performance in dealing with high-dimensional EHR. Therefore, recently some 

researchers started to utilize unsupervised learning and deep learning methods to tackle 

this issue. Recently, Miotto et al., used an unsupervised approach to represent patient’s 
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features by taking advantage of stacked autoencoders [30]. After extracting the patient 

features from EHRs through a deep learning approach, they applied a random forest 

method for patient’s future disease prediction. They showed that using stacked 

autoencoders for deep feature representation before applying shallow models for prediction 

improves the prediction performance. 

One example of applying deep learning method in the bioinformatics area can be found 

in [33]. In this study, the authors employed a two-phase approach consisting of PCA and a 

deep sparse encoding approach on gene expression data for feature dimension reduction 

and generating high-level abstractions in order to enhance the performance of cancer 

diagnosis and classification [33]. In order to capture the non-linear information on top of 

the linear transformation generated by the PCA, they took advantage of sparse auto-

encoders in the second stage and achieved a higher classification performance. In another 

study, it is indicated that deep architectures such as Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) 

tend to be more powerful than regular ones when they are utilized to assess the text 

information obtained from EHR data for discovering new patterns [34]. 

Furthermore, deep learning is applied extensively in the medical image processing and 

pattern recognition area. As in [35], authors utilized deep network with a RBM as a 

building block to find a latent hierarchical feature representation for image processing in 

order to diagnose Alzheimer's disease. Other researchers used various deep learning-based 

approaches to analyze medical images. For example, Hu et al. [36] proposed an 

autoencoder architecture customized by using a SoftMax output layer for image processing 

to predict Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). In another study, in order to identify the progression 
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stages of AD patients, Li et al. [37] proposed and applied an RBM approach on positron 

emission tomography and MRI scans. Unlike the previous studies, Suk et al. [38] 

considered the relations among the features in their study. They proposed a deep learning-

based feature representation with a stacked autoencoder in order to discover complicated 

latent non-linear patterns in features. The results suggested that deep feature representation 

and using deep learning methods improve the model performance compared to 

conventional machine learning methods.  

In a nutshell, despite the extensive research studies that we reviewed above, and broad 

utilization of deep learning approaches for feature representation and prediction in many 

areas in healthcare such as medical image and text processing and bioinformatics during 

the recent year, these techniques have not been used in the healthcare systems engineering 

area. Thus, there is still a significant research gap when it comes to predicting the patient 

demand and resource workload by using unsupervised feature representation to improve 

the healthcare system operations, and resource planning. 

2.2.3. Multi-Task Learning 

Multi-task learning is employable for many areas such as bioinformatics, natural 

language processing, computer vision, and healthcare informatics. However, there is no 

comprehensive study about the application of multi-task learning in health informatics in 

the literature. In this section, we aim to explore the studies on bioinformatics and healthcare 

informatics using MTL as an effective approach for workload prediction.  

Widmer et al. used MTL method with various types of regularization terms to predict 

the sequence signals in genes finding [39]. In another study, in order to associate gene 
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expression data with phenotypic signatures, the authors coupled multitask regression with 

co-clustering [40]. Under such circumstances, multi-task regression outperformed 

traditional Lasso and Ridge regression models. Liu et al. [41] ranked biological features 

based on the joint importance of siRNA and applied multi-task learning in predicting the 

efficiency of cross-platform siRNA. Mordelet and Vert [42] used multi-task learning and 

took advantage of shared information across disease genes to prioritize disease genes. In 

another example found in [43], the researchers applied multi-task learning in genetics in 

which genetic trait is predicted by multi-task learning and multiple output regression 

models instead of the linear regression model. In addition, they discovered a correlation 

between genetic markers in multiple populations while applying multi-task Lasso 

regression with L1 and L2 regularization. Moreover, Xu et al. captured the shared 

information among different organism by using the MTL method to predict subcellular 

protein location in another study [44].  

Another application of MTL is the development of brain-computer interfaces by 

sharing a Gaussian prior on parameters of different tasks [45]. In another study, MTL is 

formulated as multiple kernel learning for MHC-I binding and splice-site prediction [46]. 

Zhou et al. [47] considered the prediction at each time point as a task for mini-mental state 

examination and Alzheimer’s disease assessment then used multi-task regression for 

forecasting. They used temporal group Lasso regularization term with two components 

including an L2,1-norm penalty to ensure selection of a small subset of features, and a 

temporal smoothness term to have a small deviation between the two regression models at 

successive time points. In another research on Alzheimer’s disease prediction, Wan et al. 
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exploited the relationships between neuroimaging measures and cognitive scores by 

developing a sparse Bayesian multi-task learning algorithm [48]. Also, in some studies, 

researchers developed a model for Alzheimer’s disease progression prediction in which 

multi-task learning is integrated with time-series [49].  

MTL is also able to solve other types of problems in healthcare informatics. As 

explained in [50], MTL is applied to analyze biological images where deep learning 

architectures such as convolutional neural networks are used for feature representation for 

improving the model performance. Another application of MTL can be observed in 

formulating survival analysis as a classification problem since they consist of multiple 

tasks related to survival prediction [51], [52]. As discussed, even though many extensive 

types of researches are conducted on MTL applications in various areas in recent years, 

there is still a research gap in developing patient workload prediction models using the 

MTL method. The limitations of previous studies in considering the relatedness between 

patient instances encouraged us to conduct the present research. 

2.3. Methodology 

 We illustrate the framework of this study in Figure 2.1. The proposed approach 

consists of three phases, namely data pre-processing, unsupervised learning and supervised 

learning. We explain the steps in detail in the following sections.  
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Figure 2.1: Predictive Analytics Framework 

 

2.3.1. Data Pre-processing 

The quality of data directly affects the quality of the prediction. Therefore, in the first 

stage of the research, after extracting the data, we cleaned the data by removing outliers 
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and taking care of missing values. Based on the type of missing values, we either removed 

or imputed them by using the mean of all samples with the same class. Then, we 

transformed the categorical variables into numerical variables by generating dummy 

variables and one-hot encoding process. Afterward, we scaled the data by using min-max 

normalization method to reduce redundancy in the data. 

2.3.2. Unsupervised Learning 

2.3.2.1. Feature Reduction 

The primary goal of dimension reduction is to transform the data into a dataset with 

lower dimension and ensure that the new dataset conveys similar information or the 

information with higher quality. Using dimension reduction results in many benefits such 

as tackling the multi-collinearity issue, reducing the computation time and noise reduction. 

The mentioned benefits lead to an enhanced prediction performance. In order to create 

different subsets of models containing important features that are required for building an 

accurate predictive model, many researchers used automatic feature selection methods.  

Among many feature reduction techniques, we use Boruta algorithm [53] which is a 

wrapper built around the random forests algorithm to identify important features. There are 

many advantages in using random forests method such as a relatively high computation 

speed compare to other methods, no need for parameter tuning and generating a numerical 

output of feature importance. Random forests algorithm is an ensemble method that uses 

voting of multiple decision trees as unbiased weak classifiers for performing classification.  

Random forest algorithm is developed based on a group of decision trees, which utilize 

a random sample of the original dataset. Thus, this model is able to remove the correlation 
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existing between basic learners. Furthermore, every split created inside each tree uses only 

a random subset of sampled attributes. The number of attributes affects the balance 

between variance and bias of training. Classification tasks have a default value for the 

square root of the total number of attributes, giving us an immensely powerful way for 

selection. The random forest method is one of the most popular techniques since it is simply 

applicable in the domains of different regression and classification tasks. The advantages 

of using this method are not limited to the high quality of estimation. An additional 

advantage is the ability to determine the feature importance by means of measures of 

accuracy. Sometimes the prediction accuracy decreases if data for attributes are removed 

from the dataset. 

As mentioned earlier, Boruta algorithm is a well-known method for ranking features 

and employs a random forest model to estimate feature relevance. The main reason to 

choose Boruta algorithm is the ability of algorithm in raking all the features by their 

relevance at the end of the iterations, in contrast with the conventional feature selection 

methods that remove some features during each iteration. Therefore, this process results in 

a small subset of the features at the end of all iterations. Furthermore, since this algorithm 

is developed based on random sampling of the original dataset, the correlation between 

basic learners are removed. Algorithm 2.1 describes Boruta algorithm in detail [54].  

 In this algorithm, randomizing the system and gathering results from groups of 

samples help us to reduce the mistakes resulting from random correlations and fluctuations. 

In this algorithm, joining copies of original attributes extends the original dataset. The 

values for the extended data are randomly rearranged based on learning cases in order to 
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remove their connection with a decision attribute. This algorithm finds a statistically 

significant subset of features by incorporating randomness into the model via duplicating 

the variables and shuffling the duplicated copy of variables to create shadow features. 

Therefore, it results in a reduced misleading effect of correlation and random fluctuation.  

The measure for identifying important features is obtained by mean decrease in 

accuracy and calculating the classification accuracy loss caused by the random permutation 

of the attribute. Then the algorithm calculates the Z-score by using the average and standard 

deviation of the accuracy loss for all trees in the forest that use the given attribute, 

separately. Afterward, the algorithm compares the importance of each feature with the best 

of its shadow by using Z-scores. If the Z-score of the variable is higher than the Z-score of 

its shadow, the algorithm records that variable in a vector called Hits. If the importance of 

attributes is significantly lower than Maximum Z-score of Shadow (MZS), the attributes 

are defined as irrelevant (rejectedSet). This procedure is iterated until the importance of all 

attributes is estimated. In the end, the number of recording times for each feature in Hits 

vector is calculated, and the features with higher frequencies are selected. The time 

complexity of the Boruta algorithm is O(P.N) where p is the number of features and N 

represents the number of samples in the dataset.  
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Algorithm 2.1: Boruta algorithm for feature selection 

Input: the input dataset: DFmain; the number of random forest execution: RFe 

Output: the set of rejected and confirmed features: featureSet 

confirmedFeatures = ∅ 

rejectedFeatures = ∅ 

for RFe do 

predictorsMain ← DF(predictors) 

predictorsShadow ← permute(predictorMain) 

predictorsExt ← cbind(predictorsMain, predictorsShadow) 

DFext ← cbind(predictorsExt, DFmain(decisions)) 

zScoreset ← randomForest(DFext) 

MZS ← max(zScoreset(predictorsShadow)) 

for a ∈ predictorsMain do 

if zScoreset(a) > MZS then  

Hits(a) ++ 

for a ∈ predictorsMain do 

significance(a) ← twoSidedTest(a) 

if significance(a) >> MZS then 

confiremedFeatures ← confirmedFeatures ∪ a 

elseif if significance(a) << MZS then 

rejectedFeatures ← rejectedFeatures ∪ a 

return featureSet ← confiremedFeatures ∪ rejectedFeatures 

 

2.3.2.2. Feature Representation by Using Deep Leaning 

Representation learning methods transform the raw data into an abstracted form, which 

conveys the same information by discovering the various representations needed for 

classification or prediction automatically. Deep learning methods are categorized as 

representation learning methods that learn complex and non-linear modules at multiple 
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transformation layers to transform the data into an abstract representation [55]. One of the 

most powerful properties of deep learning and neural networks is their flexibility that 

results in a great improvement in the predictive model performance. In order to get a 

higher-level abstraction of data, in this study, we implemented stacked autoencoders, 

which is one of the most popular approaches in deep learning. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: The Architecture of Stacked Autoencoders 

Consider two sets X and Z that represent two datasets where Z has a lower dimension 

than X, and Z can reconstruct X. 

𝑋 = {𝑥(1), 𝑥(2), … , 𝑥(𝑛) } (2.1) 

𝑍 = {𝑧(1), 𝑧(2), … , 𝑧(𝑛) } (2.2) 

We are interested in mapping set X to set Z by reconstructing X via Z. We call the 

reconstructed set of X as �̂� = {�̂�(1), �̂�(2), … , �̂�(𝑛) } since it is an estimation of elements of 

set X. In order to attain the mentioned objective, autoencoders follow two main steps, 
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namely encoding at the first step and decoding at the second step. Consider l as a parameter 

that indicates the number of layers in the autoencoder system. Let us consider 𝑤  and �̂�𝑙 

as the weights of the encoding and decoding processes for each layer of autoencoders, 

respectively. In addition, we show the bias for each layer with 𝑏𝑙 and �̂�𝑙 in encoding and 

decoding steps, respectively. The mathematical formulation of the encoding and the 

decoding process for each layer of autoencoders is denoted as follows [56]. Let us start 

with a neural network with one hidden layer, and then we extend the mathematical 

formulation for stacked autoencoders with more than one hidden layer. 

�̂�(𝑋, 𝑊, �̂�, 𝑏, �̂�) =  ∑ 𝔾(

𝐾

𝑘=1

�̂�𝑘𝑗𝔽 (∑ 𝑊𝑘𝑖

𝐷

𝑖=1

𝑋𝑖 +  𝑏𝑖) + �̂�𝑘)         𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐷 (2.3) 

where 𝔽 and 𝔾 can be any activation function such as Tanh, Rectified linear, Sigmoid 

or Max-out.  

As stated before, our main objective is to minimize the difference between the input 

and the output while reconstructing the input via the hidden layer. Therefore, we define the 

objective function as below. 

𝓛(𝑾, �̂�, 𝒃, �̂�) =  ∑(�̂�𝒊 − 𝒙𝒊)
𝟐 

𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (2.4) 

By incorporating the activation functions into the loss function, we restate the 

objective function as follows.  

𝒎𝒊𝒏
𝑾,�̂�,𝒃,�̂�

∑‖𝔾(𝑾 �̂�(𝑾𝑿𝒊 +  𝒃𝒊) + �̂�𝒊) − 𝑿𝒊‖𝟐

𝟐
𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 (2.5) 
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Depending on the activation function, which can be a linear or non-linear function, 

one method to minimize expression 2.5 is to utilize stochastic gradient descent.  

As it is illustrated in Figure 2.2, a stacked autoencoder is a deep autoencoder that 

includes more hidden layers compared to the neural network. The increase in the number 

of hidden layers makes the objective function minimization and training the deep neural 

networks difficult. There are some reasons for this issue such as the difference between the 

magnitude of gradients in the higher and lower layers, the high number of parameters that 

avoids a good generalization and the difficult landscape of objective function [56]. In order 

to avoid the mentioned issues, we use a greedy layer-wise approach proposed by Bengio 

et al. [57] for finding the parameters of the model. In this approach, neural networks with 

one hidden layer are considered shallow networks. Shallow autoencoders are trained one 

layer at a time by using unsupervised data in a greedy manner. So, the hidden layer of each 

shallow network is considered as an input to be reconstructed for creating the next hidden 

layer until the highest representation of the data with the desired number of hidden layers 

is created. Then the algorithm fine-tunes the network by using backpropagation. The 

mathematical formulation for encoding stacked autoencoders is expressed as follows. 

𝐷𝑙 = 𝔽(𝑧𝑙) (2.6) 

𝑧𝑙+1 = 𝑊𝑙𝐷𝑙 +  𝑏𝑙 (2.7) 

 Also, the decoding formulation for stacked autoencoders can be stated as follows [58], 

where c represents the index of the central layer.  

𝐷𝑐+𝑙 = 𝔾(𝑧𝑐+𝑙) (2.8) 

𝑧𝑐+𝑙 =  �̂�𝑐+𝑙𝐷𝑐+𝑙 + �̂�𝑐+𝑙 (2.9) 
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2.3.3. Supervised Learning  

The last stage of the proposed framework consists comparing the performance of two 

different approaches (i.e., applying conventional prediction models, and multi-task 

learning method) in order to select the best model for patient workload prediction. There 

are parameter tuning and model evaluation steps for each of the approaches mentioned 

above. These two steps run iteratively until their performance no longer increases and the 

best parameters for every model are attained. Then, we select the best model based on the 

prediction accuracy and the performance. In the next sections, we explain the multi-task 

learning approach.  

2.3.3.1. Multi-Task Learning Approach 

 In contrary to single-task learning, multi-task learning is a paradigm that takes 

advantage of the relatedness between samples to leverage the knowledge of other related 

tasks for learning a specific task. As mentioned in the earlier section, studies show that 

learning multiple tasks jointly rather than individually results in performance 

improvement. 
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between Learning Schema of Single-Task Learning (Top) and 

Multi-Task Learning (Bottom) 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the difference between multi-task learning and single-task 

learning. It shows that single-task learning trains each task individually (horizontal 

learning); however, in MTL the tasks are connected, so the hidden layer of information can 
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be shared among the tasks (the vertical relationship between task). Therefore, tasks can 

affect each other. Furthermore, since in single-task learning each task uses its own data, 

when the number of data samples for each task is not enough, the problem of over-fitting 

may occur. In this case, MTL can be used to overcome over-fitting by sharing the data over 

different tasks and increasing the number of samples for each task. As it is shown in Figure 

2.3, MTL is beneficial for better model training since tasks can affect each other and the 

knowledge between them can be transferred. 

The objective function of MTL is to minimize the summation of the loss function and 

task regularization term that is defined as follows. 

min
𝑊

𝐿(𝑊) + ℛ(𝑊) (2.10) 

In (2.10), W represents the collection of weight vectors learned for each task. In this 

study, T and D represent the number of tasks and attributes, respectively. So, the weight 

matrix is a 𝑇 × 𝐷 matrix (𝑊 ∈  ℝ𝑇×𝐷). 𝐿(𝑊) is the loss function and ℛ(𝑊) is the 

regularization term, which are expressed in (2.11) and (2.12), respectively [59].   

𝐿(𝑊) =
1

2
 ∑‖𝑋𝑡𝑊𝑇 − 𝛽𝑡‖𝐹

2

𝑇

𝑡=1

 (2.11) 

ℛ(𝑊) = ‖W2,1‖ = ∑ √∑|𝑤𝑡𝑑|2

𝑇

𝑡=1

𝐷

𝑑=1

 (2.12) 

Where 𝑋𝑡 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑡×𝐷 and represents the input data for task t, 𝑛𝑡 represents the number 

of samples for each task t and 𝛽𝑡 is the response value corresponding to the samples in 𝑋𝑡. 

Therefore, we rewrite the objective function as below. 
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min
𝑊

=
1

2
 ∑‖𝑋𝑡𝑊𝑇 − 𝛽𝑡‖𝐹

2

𝑇

𝑡=1

+  𝜆 ∑ √∑|𝑤𝑡𝑑|2

𝑇

𝑡=1

𝐷

𝑑=1

 (2.13) 

Where λ ≥ 0 is defined as a tuning parameter that biases the data and controls the 

shrinkage of the model to make the model relativity simpler and sparser to reduce the 

complexity of the model. 

2.4. Case Study and Results 

We used the Veteran Health Administration (VHA) data from facilities across the 

nation. The dataset contains patient risk factors such as demographic, socioeconomic 

variables and number of visits as well as the number and type of chronic conditions for one 

year. The healthcare workload imposed on each provider is measured in relative value unit 

every year. Relative value units are a national standard used for measuring productivity, 

budgeting, allocating expenses, and cost benchmarking. RVU represents the relative 

amount of physician workload. Many government programs and private payers use the 

resource-based relative value scale and the relative value unit methodology as the basis for 

payment of many physician practices. This system is the foundation of medical group 

financial analysis and is unique to the medical service industry. The RVU schema is widely 

used for reimbursement in VHA and centers for Medicare and Medicaid services. In this 

schema, a value is assigned to every service as defined by a coding system called Current 

Procedural Terminology (CPT) rendered by a provider. The values are adjusted based on 

geographic regions.  
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As it is stated in the previous section, the first part of the proposed approach includes 

data preprocessing. We completed the pre-processing by performing four steps. First, we 

removed or imputed the missing values based on the type of the missing attribute. Then we 

identified and removed outliers. Afterward, depending on the method used for prediction, 

we converted categorical variables to a numerical variable by taking advantage of indicator 

variables. At last, we normalized the data by using the min-max normalization method.  

According to Figure 2.1, the next phase of the framework includes unsupervised 

learning, where we applied feature reduction and feature representation techniques on the 

data seeking for a better and more robust representation of the data. This phase consists of 

feature reduction with Boruta algorithm and feature representation with deep learning.  

Let us start with the feature reduction stage, we used Boruta algorithm for feature 

reduction. The preliminary result of the algorithm implementation is depicted in Figure 

2.4. As it is shown in Figure 2.4, there are three possible decisions for each attribute 

including confirmed, rejected, and tentative represented by green, red, and yellow colors 

respectively. When the number of the random forest runs are not sufficient, the algorithm 

is unable to decide whether to reject or confirm the attribute, since the importance score of 

the attributes is close to their best shadow attributes. In this case, the algorithm labels the 

attribute as tentative. Figure 2.4 represents the importance of attributes over different runs.  
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Figure 2.4: Importance of Attributes over Classifier Run 

Thus, in order to make the final decision faster, we took advantage of a weaker test for 

deciding about the remained attributes while taking into the account that the number of 

tentative variables is not high. In this test, the median importance of each attribute is 

compared with the median importance of the maximal shadow attribute. So that the 

attributes that have higher median importance than those of their shadows are claimed as 

confirmed, and the rest of tentative attributes are rejected. The median of the test is counted 

over whole Boruta runs.  

The results of Boruta algorithm are shown in Table 2.1 for each feature. This table 

contains the mean, median, maximum and minimum importance as well as the count of 

times that every attribute scored better than its shadow (hits) normalized by the number of 
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performed runs. At the last column, we presented the final decision about the importance 

of every feature.  

Table 2.1: The Results of Feature Analysis 
 Mean Imp. Median Imp. Min Imp. Max Imp. Norm Hits Decision 

VISN 1.541 1.482 -0.449 4.388 0.091 Rejected 

INCOME 3.092 3.230 0.615 5.507 0.788 Confirmed 

SEX 2.776 2.755 0.819 4.657 0.697 Confirmed 

MARITAL 0.795 0.992 -1.167 2.667 0.000 Rejected 

EmpStatus 3.895 3.985 0.934 6.107 0.929 Confirmed 

Priority 6.350 6.444 3.777 8.415 1.000 Confirmed 

CanScore 19.105 19.025 13.974 24.294 1.000 Confirmed 

Sta3n 2.221 2.221 -1.069 4.546 0.475 Confirmed 

Ins 7.031 7.100 4.933 9.677 1.000 Confirmed 

Age 16.168 16.277 12.978 21.403 1.000 Confirmed 

ACC001 2.421 2.435 -0.356 4.922 0.596 Rejected 

ACC002 1.026 1.118 -0.318 2.447 0.000 Rejected 

ACC003 0.608 0.657 -0.982 2.273 0.000 Rejected 

ACC004 7.695 7.676 4.986 10.791 1.000 Confirmed 

ACC005 5.049 5.121 2.868 7.020 0.980 Confirmed 

ACC006 -1.364 -1.362 -2.730 0.360 0.000 Rejected 

ACC007 1.864 1.876 -1.330 4.471 0.404 Rejected 

ACC008 6.825 6.853 3.604 10.225 1.000 Confirmed 

ACC009 0.727 0.730 -1.199 2.132 0.000 Rejected 

ACC010 3.360 3.445 0.712 6.033 0.798 Confirmed 

ACC011 1.175 1.070 -1.178 3.999 0.081 Rejected 

ACC012 1.379 1.507 -1.220 3.517 0.111 Rejected 

ACC013 -1.723 -2.174 -3.104 0.395 0.000 Rejected 

ACC014 1.033 0.872 -1.076 3.301 0.010 Rejected 

ACC015 -1.055 -0.720 -3.293 -0.020 0.000 Rejected 

ACC016 4.922 4.873 2.723 7.076 0.970 Confirmed 

ACC017 1.481 1.510 -1.170 3.682 0.111 Rejected 

ACC018 3.131 3.116 0.981 6.099 0.768 Confirmed 

ACC019 2.523 2.502 -0.036 5.028 0.626 Confirmed 

ACC020 1.862 1.830 -1.052 4.211 0.394 Rejected 

ACC021 0.850 0.810 -0.222 2.040 0.010 Rejected 

ACC022 0.188 0.368 -1.854 2.523 0.010 Rejected 

ACC023 1.212 1.042 -0.995 3.094 0.131 Rejected 

ACC024 1.463 1.432 -0.726 3.959 0.182 Rejected 

ACC025 3.914 3.852 1.703 6.340 0.909 Confirmed 

ACC026 3.161 3.225 0.917 5.728 0.747 Confirmed 

ACC027 5.111 5.087 2.345 7.982 0.990 Confirmed 

ACC029 0.498 0.210 -1.020 2.853 0.051 Rejected 
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ACC030 11.178 11.125 8.554 14.149 1.000 Confirmed 

 

Figure 2.5 represents the final decision regarding the attributes. Blue boxplots 

represent minimal, average and maximum Z-score of a shadow attribute. Red and green 

boxplots represent Z-scores of rejected and confirmed attributes, respectively. 

 
Figure 2.5: Final Decision for Features 

In the second stage of unsupervised learning, features are represented using deep 

learning. We used stacked autoencoders due to the existence of binary variables in the 

dataset, the ability of the method to reduce the noise, and high computation speed of the 
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method. We used package H2O in R for implementing stacked autoencoders. The proposed 

approach is applied for deeply stacked autoencoders with different number of nodes in the 

hidden layer.  

The results suggest that using stacked autoencoders for feature representation 

improves the accuracy of the prediction compared to using the original data or feature 

reduction. The improvement in the performance happens since by using deep learning, the 

data is transformed into a data that is more robust. In addition, the results show that 

changing the number of nodes in the hidden layers leads to different prediction 

performances. As it is indicated in the Table 2.2, reducing the number of nodes in the 

hidden layer does not negatively affect the MSE. According to Table 2.2 by reducing the 

number of nodes, the MSE either remains unchanged or improves for all prediction 

methods. 

The last phase of the framework is related to supervised learning where two different 

types of single-task and multi-task learning approaches are adapted to predict the RVU of 

each patient. In this research, we used three well-known machine-learning methods for 

workload prediction (i.e., Random Forests, Regression Tree and Lasso Regression) along 

with multi-task learning. In order to compare the performance of different methods, we 

considered Mean Squared Error (MSE) as a performance metrics for performance 

evaluation. MSE indicates the squared average deviation of the estimated value. The result 

of single-task learning is presented in Table 2.2.  

For the single-task learning method, we took advantage of regression-based and tree-

based methods. We tried to consider both linear and nonlinear predictors to compare the 
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prediction performance. Lasso regression has been widely used in for prediction in high 

dimensional datasets. Although Lasso performs the variable selection, the results show that 

it does not improve the performance. Therefore, we conclude that removing features does 

not necessarily improve the prediction performance. Based on the performance of feature 

representation by stacked autoencoder discussed before, we conclude that transforming 

features into a higher-level representation not only reduces the complexity of the problem 

but also enhances the prediction performance. The advantages of feature representation are 

generating features that are more robust; also, it transforms the data into a less sparse and 

less noisy data while conveying the same information as the original dataset. The results 

show that using random forests as a non-linear predictor leads to better performances 

compare to Lasso regression. 

Furthermore, for every predictive model, the parameters of the model are fine-tuned 

in order to identify the best parameter that generates the lowest MSE. As an example, the 

tuning process for finding the best value of λ (the penalty coefficient) that corresponds to 

the lowest MSE is depicted in Figure 2.6. As it is shown, the best penalty coefficient for 

the model is equal to 0.0172. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 represent the value of MSE for different 

numbers of trees and different numbers of predictors at every split of random forests model. 

In Figure 2.9, the optimal number of splits for the regression tree is found by using the 

relative error. As it is shown the relative error decreases by increasing the number of splits 

up to nine splits, after that point the relative error becomes ascending.  
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Figure 2.6: Lasso Parameter Tuning for SAE with 10 Nodes in the Hidden Layer 

 
Figure 2.7: Number of Random Forest Trees vs. MSE for SAE with Five Nodes in the 

Hidden Layer 
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Figure 2.8: Number of Random Forest Predictors vs. MSE for SAE with Five Nodes in 

the Hidden Layer 

 

 
Figure 2.9: Relative Error vs. Number of the Splits for Regression Tree for the Original 

Data 
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In the last stage of the supervised learning phase, we implemented multi-task learning. 

So far, in the approaches mentioned above, the information that is contained between tasks 

were ignored. However, in multi-task learning, we considered a shared hidden layer for the 

related tasks. That is why multi-task learning has the best performance among other 

approaches according to the results of Table 2.2. We performed multi-task learning on the 

data for predicting the workload of patients with 10-fold cross-validation for the training 

and testing process [60]. We categorized the data into 130 tasks, which indicate the number 

of healthcare facilities in the dataset.  

Table 2.2: Performance of the Proposed Method (MSE) 

 
Lasso Regression Regression Tree Random Forest 

Multi-Task 

Learning 

Original data 7.61 6.74 6.67 4.83 

Boruta 7.42 6.61 6.52 4.74 

SAE 15 Nodes 7.38 6.52 6.41 4.71 

SAE 10 Noes 7.34 6.43 6.38 4.33 

SAE 5 Nodes 7.18 6.43 6.35 3.32 

 

Implementing multi-task learning on the represented and unrepresented data shows 

that this approach outperforms other conventional approaches in predicting RVU. In other 

words, the prediction accuracy of the proposed approach where stacked autoencoders 

represent the data with five nodes in the hidden layer, and multi-task learning is used as a 

predictor is significantly higher than other approaches. 

Few reasons can be considered as the reasons that multi-task learning outperforms 

other approaches. One reason is the high number of binary variables existing in our dataset. 

The conventional approaches, specifically speaking the random forests approach, tend to 

bias towards numeric variables that have a greater number of distinct values over binary 
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variables. The other reason is that our data like most EHR data contain both patient-level 

and facility-level information. Therefore, there is a possibility that many patients have the 

same attributes but different workloads. The source of this variability can be traced in the 

facility-level information where the quality and the cost of providing healthcare service, as 

well as the diagnosis of PCP may differ in different facilities. For example, the RVU for a 

service with CPT code 99213 (refers to office/other outpatient services) performed in San 

Francisco is higher compared to the service performed in Detroit. The other reason that 

multi-task learning outperforms the rest of approaches is that MTL takes advantage of 

pooling the sample across the related tasks. Therefore, MTL increases the number of 

samples for each task in the case that the data is not enough. Thus, not only it avoids 

overfitting and increases the ability to fit random noise by introducing inductive bias 

(regulating the model), but also helps the model to achieve better representation and 

generalization compare to single-task learning approaches as the results suggest in Table 

2.2.  

2.5. Discussion and Conclusion  

In this chapter of the dissertation, we developed a novel predictive approach for patient 

workload prediction that takes advantage of integrating deep feature representation and 

multi-task learning. The proposed framework consists of three phases of data 

preprocessing, unsupervised learning and supervised learning. We analyzed the 

performance of different predictive approaches where the original dataset and the 

represented data are used.  
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There are many methods for feature engineering. The traditional approach is the 

supervised approach where subject matter experts use their knowledge for choosing 

important variables. This approach is not efficient due to the required amount of 

engineering skills and work, especially when the data is high dimensional. Another 

approach is to use unsupervised feature learning methods that do not need explicit labels, 

such as deep learning where features are represented automatically by using a general-

purpose learning procedure. Deep learning approaches have a multilayer structure that 

consists of stacks of simple modules. By taking advantage of multiple modules that 

transform their inputs, the system can distinguish between irrelevant and relevant feature 

more precisely. As it is evident in the result of this study, this characteristic of deep learning 

feature representation leads to an enhanced selectivity and invariance of the representation. 

We considered three data types in this research. For the first type, we used the original 

pre-processed data where all the features are considered in each predictive model. Applying 

Boruta feature selection method on the original data generates the second type of data. 

Finally, we transformed the original data by using deep feature representation as the third 

type of input data. In addition, we considered three different number of nodes in the hidden 

layers of the represented data. We considered 15, 10, and 5 nodes in the hidden layers for 

each represented dataset. The results underline that the choice of the number of nodes in 

the SAE hidden layer affects the prediction accuracy.  

After preparing various data types as inputs for the RVU prediction models, we applied 

two types of predictive approaches (i.e., single-task learning and multi-task learning) to 

predict the RVU. We utilized three well-known single-task learning approaches consisting 
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of Lasso regression, random forests and regression tree to predict RVU. The parameters of 

the predictive models are all fine-tuned, and the parameters corresponding to the lowest 

MSE are chosen. The tuning process ensures that the model is at its best accuracy level. 

The results suggest that using the appropriate represented data improves the performance 

of the predictive models. On top of that, it suggests that using multi-task learning instead 

of single-task learning for predicting the RVU enhances the prediction accuracy for all 

types of input data. The results also show that the integration of SAE with five nodes in the 

hidden layer with multi-task learning outperforms the rest of the combinations.  

We believe that to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first study in patient 

workload prediction that provides a systematic framework for RVU prediction and uses 

the RVU as a quantitative measure of workload in team-based care. In addition, the 

proposed deep multi-task approach is the first attempt to use deep feature representation 

and multi-task learning for patient workload prediction with multiple chronic diseases in 

team-based care systems. In this study, we considered patient-level and facility-level 

information as well as the hidden information that is shared between different tasks. This 

method can be applied to other healthcare problems as well as any prediction problem in 

other industries such as supply chain, transportation, and manufacturing where the number 

of binary variables is high, or the training samples are limited. 

The future steps of this research can be stated as using other types of deep learning 

approaches and applying the proposed approach on more datasets of various types to make 

the prediction model more robust. On the management point of view, this approach can be 

a basis for resource allocation and optimization for chronic disease operations 
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management. The more accurate workload prediction contributes to enhancing the quality 

of the decision-making process. Healthcare decision makers can use the result of this model 

as an input for resource planning in their systems. In addition, by using the results of the 

proposed approach, the patients can be assigned to proper healthcare providers. This leads 

to an increased patient satisfaction and a balanced workload of healthcare providers.
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CHAPTER 3 PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICS: STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION 

MODELS 

3.1. Problem Statement 

With a size of $2.9 trillion spend in 2015, and a rapid expected employment growth 

rate of 18 percent for years 2016 to 2026, the healthcare industry accounts for the largest 

sector of the economy in the United States (US) [61]. Despite advances in medical 

technology and, thereby, the increasing use of medical diagnostic, monitoring, and 

treatment equipment, the health care industry is highly labor-intensive. According to the 

US Department of Labor, the health care industry provided 13.5 million jobs in 2004, out 

of which 13.1 million jobs are for wage and salary workers and about four hundred eleven 

thousand are for the self-employed workers [62]. It follows that human resource wages and 

salaries account for a substantial part of the total expenditures for any health care facility. 

For instance, hospitals spend on average about 54 percent of all expenditures on wages and 

salaries. Hence, health care personnel planning, i.e., determining the proper mix of health 

care personnel needed to provide safe, effective, timely, and cost-efficient services to 

patients is an important problem. 

Chronic diseases are among the most common and costly health conditions in the 

United States. Almost half of Americans suffer from at least one chronic condition, and 

unfortunately, despite all the efforts, the number is growing. There are various definitions 

for chronic diseases, but most of the researchers consider cancer, diabetes, hypertension, 

stroke, heart disease, respiratory diseases, arthritis, obesity, and oral diseases as major 

chronic diseases that are also the nation’s leading causes of death and disability. These 
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diseases can lead to hospitalization, long-term disability, reduced quality of life and death 

[63]. 

In order to prevent and control chronic diseases and their risk factors, the National 

Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion’s (NCCDPHP) budget for 

the fiscal year 2016 is $1.17 billion. According to Center for Chronic Disease Prevention 

(CDC), a 13% reduction in the number of people with uncontrolled hypertension (about 

4.7 million people) would save the health care system $25.3 billion per year in averted 

disease costs.  

The mentioned facts and information show us that there is a critical need to reduce the 

cost of chronic disease operations, and to improve the quality of health services. In fact, 

reducing the chronic disease operations management cost leads to a reduced cost of 

healthcare delivery and an improved efficiency of the system so more people can benefit 

from quality healthcare. 

Healthcare decision makers can benefit from the integration of multidisciplinary teams 

and clinical information decision support systems in order to manage chronic disease 

operations efficiently. Team-based care is recognized as a model for transforming the 

structure and delivery of primary care in the US that provides high quality, accessible and 

efficient healthcare in the US. Team-based care consists of teams of healthcare 

professionals including primary care provider, and the care team, which consists of 

specialist, nurse, nutritionist, pharmacist, social worker, and other professionals working 

together toward improving patient care. These entities are in collaboration with each other 

and use shared patient records to focus on various patient needs and to deliver continuous, 
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coordinated, accessible, safe and high-quality care healthcare services to patients through 

the healthcare system. 

Designing an efficient mechanism for establishing a trade-off between supply and 

demand in team-based care model is a challenging task. The reason is that one must 

consider the experience and expertise of staffs, as well as different combinations and 

numbers of providers in order to have a well-balanced workload. In addition, the workload 

of patient is a random value, which depends on demographic, diagnostic, and health 

conditions of patients. To design the model for allocating patients to teams, one should 

consider spreading the workload on the teams, and utilizing the care providers evenly. In 

this way, the healthcare service can be delivered in a timely manner by minimizing 

provider’s idle time and the overtime generated by excessive patient’s demand. 

Demand uncertainty is an integral part of stochastic programming [67], [68]. Thus, a 

good demand prediction that truly reflects the actual workload required for patients can 

increase the accuracy of the model, and consequently results in a better patient panel 

workload planning and assignment. Let us explain the necessity of having a good workload 

prediction and efficient resource allocation with an example. Consider two healthcare 

providers. The first provider has a certain number of young and healthy patients in his/her 

patient panel. On the other hand, the second provider has the same number of patients who 

are older and have multiple chronic disease. One can conclude empirically that the first 

provider is underused, while the other one experiences excessive workload. This issue 

causes an increase in the patient waiting time and may force patients to switch their PCP. 

But the main challenge in patient assignment is that the actual required workload of a 
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patient is not typically known at the time of assignment. Hence, in order to design patient 

allocation procedures efficiently, and to minimize the hiring cost and total workload of 

providers at a given time, some adjustments such as paying overtime are needed to 

compensate provider overloading [65], [66]. 

The primary mission in any industry is to cater to the needs of the customer while 

taking the resources efficiency into the account [64]. For developing a comprehensive 

model for team-based care, we study two important problems for chronic disease 

operations management in this dissertation. The scope of the first problem is strategical 

planning level decision-making where the demand of patients is unknown. The main 

objective of the first problem is to determine the number of providers for each facility in a 

multi-facility healthcare system. In order to minimize the hiring cost, we offer some 

incentives to eligible patients for traveling between facilities in this problem. The main 

scope of the second problem is in tactical planning. The objective of the second problem 

is to minimize the number of teams while balancing their workload for multiple facilities 

when demand is uncertain.  

3.2. Literature Review 

3.2.1. Resource Planning in Team-Based Care  

Team-based healthcare delivery model is introduced as an important enabler of U.S. 

healthcare transformation [69], [70]. Some principles such as coordinated care, person-

oriented system, physician-directed medical practice, continuity of care, having a personal 

physician, emphasis on quality, safety, and a proper payment mechanism, which are 

complement one another in ideal situations build the team-based care systems. These 
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principles remained abstract [71], and their implementations in everyday practice need to 

be investigated [72]. 

In this study, we used a model for predicting clinical workload, which considers 

different features such as different types of disease, and distance between the location of 

patient and the assigned facility in mathematical modeling. Many factors such as patient’s 

age, gender, and diagnostic codes can affect the workload. Østbye et al. [15] suggested that 

patient’s visit frequency is affected by the type of chronic disease. Also, Naessens et al. 

[16] showed that the number of chronic conditions of a patient significantly affects the 

clinical workload and medical cost. By combining the demand of patients with different 

characteristics and predicted workload, it becomes more likely that a high demand from 

one patient balances out by a low demand from another in the aggregated patient panel. 

A good approach to tackle problems of this type can be using a two-stage stochastic 

program. Stochastic programming is widely used in various settings when demand is 

unknown. Recently, researchers focused on staffing and workforce planning in healthcare 

using different stochastic models. Kao and Queyranne [73] suggested a two-stage 

stochastic program for budgeting the nurses cost where it determines nurses working hours, 

a the first step and then it determines their overtime in the second step. Some surveys of 

two-stage stochastic integer programming with mixed-integer recourse are presented in 

[74], [75]. A two-stage stochastic integer programming model for assigning nurses to the 

patient is proposed in [76], where in the first stage assigns each nurse to patients then 

balances the nurse workload in the second stage. Zhu and Sherali [77] considered a 

continuous workload variable for every worker at the second-stage decision of their two-
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stage stochastic workforce planning model. Bodur, Merve, and Luedtke [78] used two-

stage stochastic programming with continuous variables in the second stage to propose an 

integrated staffing and scheduling model for service system. However, they did not 

consider adjustment decisions as a recourse to different demands. 

Staffing decisions can be integrated into stochastic models by defining binary 

variables [79]. Many researchers benefited from L-shaped method [76], [79] which is based 

on Benders' decomposition [80]. Benders’ decomposition method is capable of solving 

large-scale problems in a reasonable time [81]. Laporte and Louveaux [82] proposed an 

integer L-shaped method where integer variable can be used in both first and second stage 

to ensure the optimality by branch and bound method. It also creates a finite number of 

subspaces to ensure finiteness of method [83]. They also proposed a multi-cut approach in 

addition to single cut approach. The multi-cut approach may decrease the number of 

iterations significantly by keeping the second stage cut information separately. Another 

advantage of the multi-cut approach is the possibility of scenario aggregation to reduce the 

number of cuts [84].  

One of the recent works on staffing and scheduling problems under demand 

uncertainty is conducted by Kim and Mehrotra [85]. They considered two decision stages, 

that is, initial staffing and initial schedule adjustment, based on the demand realization. 

They formulated the problem as a two-stage stochastic integer program with mixed-integer 

recourse. They solved the problem by a modified multi-cut approach in L-shaped method 

and achieved improvements in computational efficiency of the algorithm.  
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Although, designing patient panel in team-based care is a new topic, there are some 

important works on workload planning and allocation in terms of task assignment and 

scheduling which are sub-problems of workforce planning. The framework of workload 

planning and staff rostering can be found in [86]. Also, some extensive literature review 

and surveys on workforce planning methods and models in healthcare can be found in [87], 

[88]. Operations research and resource allocation models with several applications inside 

and outside of healthcare scope have a broad literature (see [79], [89]–[97]). For instance, 

Cardoen et al. [98] conducted an extensive literature review on operation room planning 

and scheduling. One of the researches on patient allocation in operation rooms is studied 

in [99]. The authors developed a non-linear stochastic programming model for allocating 

surgical specialties to operating rooms and minimize the total expected cost by considering 

a penalty in the model for any patient who is not allocated to a provider, and over and under 

usage of the operating room. Jebali and Diabat [100] used a two-stage stochastic program 

to solve the operation room planning problem considering surgery uncertainties and 

hospital capacity constraints. There are other studies on different aspects of staff allocation. 

As an example, studies about workforce allocation with respect to the effects of cross 

training are conducted in [101], [102]. In order to allocate and schedule cross-trained 

workers in a multi-department setting where the demand is uncertain, Campbell [103] 

suggested a two-stage stochastic program. Chalabi, Epstein, McKenna, and Claxton, [104] 

conducted a study to allocate resources in the presence of budget constraints and uncertain 

healthcare variables using two-stage stochastic programming approach. Liang and Turkcan 

[105] addressed the problem of nurse assignment in oncology clinics. They developed a 
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multi-objective optimization model to minimize patient waiting time as well as nurse 

overtime. 

Lanzarone and Matta [106] studied reference nurse assignment to each patient 

concerning continuity of care concept in-home care context taking into account the 

uncertainty in both new and assigned patients. They only considered one nurse at the time 

of the assignment. However, in this study, we considered the problem of assigning a team 

of care providers to every patient. Villarreal and Keskinocak [107] presented a model for 

nurse and surgical staff planning in which staff can be assigned to one service line and 

switched to another one while considering the forecasted demand. The study tried to find 

the number of employees and number of staffs assigned to each service line while 

considering overtime and penalizing deviations from assignments by using a two-stage 

model. 

Task assignment and allocation to teams can be a challenging problem [108]. 

Balasubramanian, et al. [109] developed a stochastic dynamic program to allocate patients 

with same-day appointments to physicians in a multi-physician environment with uncertain 

demand. They also assumed a certain duration for their appointment slots. Zhen [110] 

suggested splitting tasks into deterministic and uncertain parts considering their workload 

to assign tasks to teams. Unlike the proposed method by Zhen [110] on task scheduling, 

which split the task, we proposed a direct method to make the assignments. However, we 

focused on patient panel assignment in team-based care with respect to healthcare demand 

of patient, which depends on the patient’s condition. Finding a balance between supply and 

demand of care service is the key factor in health delivery. Although in most of the 
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healthcare environment supply is deterministic and is calculated by using the number of 

staff and working hours, finding the demand and patient assignment are challenging tasks, 

specifically in team-based care where a team of different healthcare providers is assigned 

to a patient. We believe that there is no literature on allocating healthcare providers to 

patients in team-based care setting when demand is unknown. In addition, estimating the 

clinical workload portfolio based on key features of patient and provider and then 

stochastic task assignment in a team-based health delivery system would be a knowledge 

contribution to researches on team-based care environment data and operations analytics. 

3.2.2. Healthcare Capacity Planning  

It has been a decade that researchers study health care capacity planning to address 

strategic planning, medium-term staffing and short-term scheduling decisions. Since one 

of the major parts of healthcare system costs is associated with staffing cost, among the 

conducted researches in the field of capacity planning for healthcare systems, most of the 

researches are focused on short-term planning, which includes personnel planning 

problems such as staffing, provider scheduling and nurse rostering problems [73]. State of 

the art in nurse staffing can be found in a review conducted by Burke et al. [87]. 

Optimization methods are popular among researchers to address staffing problems. 

Many of them benefit from operations research techniques and mathematical modeling to 

address personnel planning problems [111]. There is a wide range of using operations 

research techniques to model the capacity-planning problem in healthcare systems. These 

techniques includes using linear programming for resource planning [112], resource 

shortage modeling [113], using simulation-based optimization modeling [114], [115] and 
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using stochastic multi-objective models as developed by Abdelaziz and Masmoudi [116] 

in order to determine the number of beds that need to be assigned to hospital departments 

for satisfying the random demand. One of the studies that investigated healthcare capacity 

planning in the tactical planning level was conducted by Dellaert et al. [117]. They 

considered the creation of tactical planning for patient surgeries and the resource utilization 

of healthcare facilities in order to increase hospital efficiency. They determined the number 

of patients in each category that need surgery on a daily basis.  

Most of the works reviewed above, focus on minimizing the cost of healthcare 

resources or maximizing the provider utilization, however there is a need to address other 

different problems from the patient’s perspective such as minimizing the patient waiting 

time and time-span in a healthcare system, as well as maximizing the availability of the 

resources in the system. Queuing theory is a method that is useful in order to address the 

mentioned problems. Fomundam et, al. conducted an extensive survey of queuing theory 

applications in healthcare [118]. Keller and Laughhunn focused on a different perspective 

in the queuing theory applications in healthcare. They minimized the cost of the required 

capacity in healthcare facility via minimizing the costs of a healthcare queuing system 

while considering the capacity of the servers working in the system [119].  

Foregoing is another scope that researchers focused on in the literature. Foregoing is 

defined as the situation that patients decide to leave a system since they do not wish to wait 

any longer in the queue. Most of the researchers assumed customer arrival rate as a constant 

value. For instance, Fiems et al. studied the association between emergency requests on the 

waiting time of scheduled patients with deterministic processing times [120]. However, in 
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many healthcare systems the arrival rate is variable rather than a deterministic value.  Also, 

it is known that increasing the capacity of service cannot significantly affect the queue 

length since the arrival rate increases when patients realize that the service time is reduced 

[121]. Broyles and Cochran [122] calculated the revenue loss results from the patients who 

leave an emergency department without getting help by using the arrival rate, service rate, 

utilization, and capacity. 

Limiting the queue length results in blocking in a queuing system. Koizumi et al. [123] 

determined that blocking in a chain of extended care, residential and assisted housing 

facilities leads to an increase in the time that patients spend in facilities. In addition, they 

investigated the effect of increasing the capacity in downstream facilities on the queue 

length and waiting time of patients. Every healthcare system has a queuing discipline. Most 

of the healthcare systems define patient priorities in order to prioritize the patients in the 

queue. This process can be defined based on the first-in-first-out system or priority group 

classifications. Generally, patients who are classified in a low-priority group do not receive 

the healthcare service until the high-priority patients receive the service.  

The effect of using the emergency department by primary care patients on patient 

waiting times was analyzed by Siddhartan et al., [124]. In their study, they proposed a 

priority discipline for different patient categories and then the first-in-first-out discipline 

for each category. By analyzing the relationship between the composition of prioritized 

queues and the number of nurses responding to inpatient demands, Haussmann [125] 

realized that a slight increase in the number of patients assigned to a patient mix with more 

high priority demands results in a significant increase in waiting time of low priority 
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patients. Taylor et al. [126] investigated the probability that a patient would have to wait 

more than a certain amount of time to receive the healthcare service by modeling an 

emergency department operating with priority queuing discipline. Fiems et al. [120] 

studied the relationship between emergency requests and the waiting time of scheduled 

patients with deterministic processing times. 

3.3. Methodology and Problem Formulation 

As it is indicated in Figure 1.1, this research includes two major planning phases of 

predictive and prescriptive analysis. In this chapter, we focus on the second part of the 

dissertation that is prescriptive analytics. In this study, we discuss two optimization models 

in the strategical and tactical levels of management, namely Strategic Chronic Disease 

Decision Optimization (SCDDO) and Tactical Chronic Disease Decision Optimization 

(TCDDO). In the SCDDO model, we propose a model and solution for incentive-based 

capacity management with patient transportation for multiple facilities under uncertainty. 

This problem is formulated as a two-stage stochastic optimization problem with recourse. 

In TCDDO, we propose an integrated team-based workforce and workload stochastic 

optimization model for each facility when the workload is unknown. For solving the 

problems mentioned above, we made some assumptions that are discussed in the next 

section.  

3.3.1. Assumptions  

The assumptions that are used in order to model SCDDO and TCDDO problems are 

listed in this section.  

Assumption 1: The decision-making process happens in two stages. 
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In SCDDO problem, the goal of the first stage is to determine the number of providers 

in order to minimize the human resource cost well ahead in time. Then in the second stage, 

the solution determines the assignment of patients to facilities while minimizing the 

expected service coverage cost. We follow the same decision-making procedure for 

TCDDO problem too. In the first stage, the model determines the number of each team 

well ahead in time. Then in the second stage, we adjust our decision by taking recourse 

actions and minimizing the expected cost of overtime by assigning patients to teams. 

Assumption 2: We consider the capacity of the providers as a constant value. 

We use the maximum capacity of each provider and assume that providers work on 

their full capacity. In addition, we assume that the capacity of providers is independent of 

their performance, quality of the provided care, and the required workload of the patient. 

We simply calculate the total available capacity of teams based on the headcount and the 

duration of the provider availability in a certain planning period.  

Assumption 3: Required workload of the patient is not known. 

We define the required workload of the patient as an unknown variable that contains 

the stochastic required workload of the patient from providers in chronic disease operations 

management model. We measure the required workload in terms of relative value unit, 

which accounts for the time, technical and mental effort as well as judgment, and stress for 

providing specific healthcare service to the patient. Therefore, to estimate the required 

workload of the patient, we use patient chronic disease information and MTL approach.  

Assumption 4: The required workload of each patient is correlated with the patient 

attributes.  
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Assumption 5: The assignment proportion of the required workload for each provider 

is known. Therefore, the quota of each provider from total RVU is an input of the model.  

Assumption 6: The efficiency of similar providers is not different. Thus, identical 

providers provide identical services in terms of quality and efficiency.  

Assumption 7: There is no coordination among identical providers. 

We assume that the patient-provider assignment is one to one. Therefore, identical 

providers cannot split their tasks to provide a certain service to a patient.  

Assumption 8: Pay-for-travel service can be offered to patients only after a certain 

distance threshold.  

In order to provide a high-quality service and maintain continuity of care, we design 

the SCDDO model to be able to assign patients to the nearest facility that has all the 

required resources available. In addition, we determine a service coverage threshold in the 

proposed model. In case the model fails to assign patients to the nearest facility, we offer 

transportation services to the patient to a proper facility at no cost for the patient. However, 

we penalize the model by imposing service coverage cost that is calculated based on the 

distance of patients from facilities.  

Assumption 9: We incur a cost when care providers are required to work more than 

their available capacity.  

Assumption 10: The composition of teams in TCDDO model is known. Thus, the 

decision makers know the number of providers from each type for a certain team.  
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3.3.2. SCDDO Problem Statement 

In the first phase of prescriptive analytics for chronic disease operations management, 

an incentive-based capacity optimization problem with patient transportation under 

uncertainty is investigated for multiple facilities in the strategical planning level. We 

consider the distance of patients from the facilities to formulate the problem by a two-stage 

problem with recourse where the patient’s demand and location are uncertain.  

In two-stage stochastic programing, decisions are made in two stages, and the decision 

in each stage is made based on the available information at the time of the decision. At the 

first stage of the problem, the decision maker must decide before the realization of the 

uncertain workload and location of the patient. In the second stage when the realization of 

the patient’s random attributes becomes available, the second stage recourse decision is 

made. We consider the second stage decision as an optimization problem describing the 

optimal behavior where the uncertain data are realized or as a recourse action. Since the 

recourse actions are costlier than the first stage decisions, the goal is to minimize the sum 

of the first stage decision costs and the expected cost of the second stage decisions where 

problem instances are random with a known probability distribution.  

The main objective of this SCDDO model is to minimize the cost of hiring healthcare 

providers in the facilities while taking the workload demand and distance of the patients 

into account. We formulate the stochastic optimization model for this problem as below. 

To solve this problem, we use the sample average approximation method.  
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Indices 

𝜌 ∈ Ρ: index for patients  

𝑙 ∈ 𝐿: index for facility location 

ℎ ∈ 𝐻: index for healthcare providers 

𝜔 ∈ Ω: index for scenarios, Ω denotes the sample space 

Parameters 

𝑐ℎ : fixed cost of hiring healthcare provider ℎ 

𝜓ℎ: capacity of each provider  

�̅� ∶ service coverage upper-bound  

𝑇: coverage violation cost  

𝑏ℎ𝑙 = {
1    if provider ℎ 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑏𝑒 ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑙 
0                                                            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

   

Scenario Dependent Parameters 

𝐷𝜔
𝜌ℎ: required workload of patient 𝜌 from provider ℎ under scenario 𝜔 

𝑑𝜔
𝜌𝑙: the distance of patient 𝜌 from facility l under scenario 𝜔 

𝑅𝜌𝑙
𝜔 = {

𝑑𝜔
𝜌𝑙 × 𝑇,   𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝜔

𝜌𝑙 ≥  �̅� 

0     𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 
 the service coverage cost of patient p to facility l   

Decision Variables 

𝑥ℎ𝑙: number of providers of type ℎ in facility l 

𝑦𝜌𝑙: binary variable representing if patient 𝜌 is assigned to facility l 
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min ∑ ∑ 𝑐ℎ𝑥ℎ𝑙 + 𝔼𝑝[𝑄 (𝑌, 𝜔)]

𝑙ℎ

 
(3.1) 

s.t. 

𝑄 (𝑌, 𝜔) =  ∑ ∑ 𝑅𝜌𝑙
𝜔 𝑦𝜌𝑙

𝑙𝜌∈𝜌𝜔

 

(3.2) 

∑ 𝐷𝜔
𝜌ℎ𝑦𝜌𝑙

𝜌∈𝜌𝜔

≤  𝑥ℎ𝑙  𝜓ℎ  ,   ∀ℎ, 𝑙  (3.3) 

𝑥ℎ𝑙 ≤  𝑀. 𝑏ℎ𝑙    ,   ∀ℎ, 𝑙  (3.4) 

∑ 𝑦𝜌𝑙

𝑙

= 1, ∀𝜌 ∈ 𝜌𝜔 
(3.5) 

𝑦𝜌𝑙 ∈ {0,1}   ,   ∀𝜌 ∈ 𝜌𝜔 , 𝑙  

𝑥ℎ𝑙 ∈ ℤ+, ∀ℎ, 𝑙  

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

In the above formulation, 𝑥 represents the first stage decision that includes determining 

the number of providers of each type for every facility and 𝑦 denotes the second stage 

decisions. Also, 𝜔 corresponds to uncertain random data with known distribution. The 

symbol 𝔼 denotes mathematical expectation. In this problem, 𝑄 (𝑌, 𝜔) corresponds to the 

total service cost of each patient. Thus, the objective function is to minimize the sum of 

hiring cost of providers and the expected patient service cost as it is indicated in (3.1) and 

(3.2). Constraint (3.3) ensures that the total demand of patients from providers cannot 

exceed the total available capacity of the providers in each facility. Constraint (3.4) 

determines whether it is possible to hire a certain healthcare provider in a certain facility. 

In addition, in the case that the provider can be assigned to the facility, it determines the 

number of assigned providers to each facility. Constraint (3.5) shows that every patient is 
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only assigned to one facility. Constraints (3.6) indicates that the variable 𝑦𝜌𝑙 is a binary 

variable. In constraint (3.7), we show that the variable 𝑥ℎ𝑙 belongs to non-negative integer 

set. 

3.3.3. TCDDO Problem Statement 

In the second phase of the prescriptive analytics part of the proposed framework, we 

discuss the Integrated Team-based Workforce and Workload stochastic optimization 

(ITWWSO) model in order to improve the quality of the decisions for chronic disease 

operations management in the tactical level. Integrated team-based workforce and 

workload stochastic optimization problem is formulated as a large-scale two-stage 

stochastic optimization model. The objective is to minimize the overall number of 

healthcare teams plus the expected overloading cost of healthcare providers in each team 

while balancing the workload of the teams. As discussed before, we use the estimated 

workload for each disease category generated by the deep multi-task learning predictive 

model as an input for developing different workload scenarios in stochastic capacity 

planning model. Afterward, the TCDDO model determines the number of different team 

types while assigning patients to certain teams based on the patient required workload. We 

model this problem as a MIP problem. To solve this problem, we use the sample average 

approximation method.  
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Figure 3.1: Integrated Team-based Workforce and Workload stochastic optimization 

Architecture 

The model consists of three essential elements: chronic disease attributes of the 

patient, workload portfolio of the patient and various providers as it is shown in Figure 3.1. 

The model makes sure that patients are categorized based on their chronic condition type 

and are assigned to only one team that can provide all the necessary services to satisfy the 

workload while balancing the workload of providers.  

Our proposed model aims to find the optimal number of available team types such that 

each patient is assigned exactly to one team, subject to resource constraints limiting the 

workload capacity of providers. We model the problem as a two-stage stochastic program 

with mixed 0-1 recourse. The first stage decisions involve minimizing the number of teams 

and their associated cost. In the second stage of the stochastic optimization problem, after 
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getting closer to the actual workload realizations, the model minimizes the expected cost 

of overtime along with the difference between the workload of each team and the average 

workload of the teams in order to balance the total workload of providers by reassigning 

patients to the underutilized teams. Therefore, it assists the decision makers in estimating 

the required resources for the healthcare system while considering the patient assignment. 

This provides the decision makers with an efficient patient assignment procedure. We 

define α as a weight factor that determines the importance of each objective in the second 

stage of decision-making. We designed the mathematical formulation of TCDDO problem 

as follows.  

Indices 

𝜌 ∈ Ρ: index for patients 

𝜏 ∈ Τ: index for the team among the set of teams  

ℎ ∈ 𝐻: index for healthcare provider 

𝜔 ∈ Ω: index for scenarios, Ω denotes the sample space 

Model Parameters 

𝑐𝜏 : fixed cost of team 𝜏 

𝜓ℎ: capacity of each provider ℎ 

𝜉ℎ: cost of overtime for each provider 

𝜐ℎ: amount of overtime upper bound for each provider 

 𝑎𝜌𝜏 = {
1    if patient 𝜌 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑏𝑒 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝜏

0                                                                   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

𝑊𝜏: nominal standard capacity of a team of type 𝜏 

𝛼1: weight of overload 
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𝛼2: weight of any deviation from the available capacity of the team 

Scenario Dependent Model Parameters 

𝐷𝜔
𝜌ℎ: demand of patient 𝜌 from provider ℎ under (demand) scenario 𝜔 

Decision Variables 

𝑥𝜏: number of teams of type 𝜏  

𝑦𝜌𝜏: binary variable representing if patient 𝜌 is assigned to team 𝜏  

𝜑ℎ𝜏: the amount of overload for each provider in each team 𝜏 

min ∑ 𝑐𝜏𝑥𝜏 + 𝔼𝑝[𝑄 (𝑌, 𝜔)]

𝜏

 (3.8) 

Where  

𝑄 (𝑌, 𝜔) = 𝛼1 ∑ 𝜉ℎ 𝜑ℎ𝜏

𝜏,ℎ

+ 𝛼2 ∑ |∑ ∑ 𝐷𝜔
𝜌ℎ𝑦𝜌𝜏

𝜌∈𝜌𝜔ℎ

− 𝑥𝜏𝑊𝜏  |

𝜏

 

(3.9) 

∑ 𝐷𝜔
𝜌ℎ𝑦𝜌𝜏

𝜌∈𝜌𝜔

≤  𝑥𝜏𝜓ℎ + 𝜑ℎ𝜏  ,   ∀ ℎ, 𝜏, 𝜔   (3.10) 

𝜑ℎ𝜏 ≤ 𝑀. 𝑥𝜏  , ∀ℎ, 𝜏 (3.11) 

𝜑ℎ𝜏 ≤  𝜐ℎ𝜏 ,    ∀ℎ, 𝜏 (3.12) 

 𝑦𝜌𝜏 ≤  𝑎𝜌𝜏, ∀ 𝜏, 𝜌 ∈ 𝜌𝜔 (3.13) 

∑ 𝑌𝜌𝜏

𝜏

= 1, ∀𝜌 ∈ 𝜌𝜔 (3.14) 

𝑦𝜌𝜏 ∈ {0,1}, ∀𝜌 ∈ 𝜌𝜔 , 𝜏 (3.15) 

𝑥𝜏 ∈ ℤ+, ∀𝜏 (3.16) 

𝜑ℎ ≥ 0, ∀ℎ (3.17) 
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In order to convert the TCDDO minimization model to a linear stochastic optimization 

model, we transform the expression in the absolute value symbol into two constraints (3.20) 

and (3.21). 

min ∑ 𝑐𝜏𝑥𝜏 + 𝔼𝑝[𝑄 (𝑌, 𝜔)]

𝜏

 (3.18) 

Where 

𝑄 (𝑌, 𝜔) = 𝛼1 ∑ 𝜉ℎ 𝜑ℎ𝜏

𝜏,ℎ

+ 𝛼2 ∑ 𝜎𝜏

𝜏

 
(3.19) 

∑ ∑ 𝐷𝜔
𝜌ℎ𝑦𝜌𝜏

𝜌∈𝜌𝜔ℎ

− 𝑥𝜏𝑊𝜏 ≤  𝜎𝜏, ∀ 𝜏 (3.20) 

𝑥𝜏𝑊𝜏 − ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝜔
𝜌ℎ𝑦𝜌𝜏

𝜌∈𝜌𝜔ℎ

≤  𝜎𝜏, ∀ 𝜏 (3.21) 

∑ 𝐷𝜔
𝜌ℎ𝑦𝜌𝜏

𝜌∈𝜌𝜔

≤  𝑥𝜏𝜓ℎ𝜏 + 𝜑ℎ𝜏  , ∀ ℎ, 𝜏, 𝜔 (3.22) 

𝜑ℎ𝜏 ≤ 𝑀. 𝑥𝜏, ∀ℎ, 𝜏 (3.23) 

𝜑ℎ𝜏 ≤  𝜐ℎ𝜏 , ∀ℎ, 𝜏 (3.24) 

 𝑦𝜌𝜏 ≤  𝑎𝜌𝜏, ∀ 𝜏, 𝜌 ∈ 𝜌𝜔 (3.25) 

∑ 𝑌𝜌𝜏

𝜏

= 1, ∀𝜌 ∈ 𝜌  (3.26) 

𝑦𝜌𝜏 ∈ {0,1}, ∀𝜌 ∈ 𝜌𝜔 , 𝜏 (3.27) 

𝑥𝜏 ∈ ℤ+, ∀𝜏 (3.28) 

𝜑ℎ ≥ 0, ∀ℎ (3.29) 
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The TCDDO model is transformed into a standard form of the stochastic optimization 

problem. As is indicated in TCDDO, the objective is to minimize the total hiring cost of 

teams. Note that 𝔼 stands for mathematical expectation. In the proposed model, 𝑄 (𝑌, 𝜔) 

is equal to the total capacity violation cost. The objective function then minimizes the sum 

of team construction cost and the expected overloading cost as well as the deviation of the 

total workload between the teams as it is indicated in (3.18) and (3.19). Constraints (3.20) 

and (3.21) ensure that the workload is spread out evenly in order to balance the total 

required workload of the patients from providers in each team. Constraint (3.22) indicates 

that workload can exceed the capacity of the provider by 𝜑ℎ unit at the cost of 𝜉ℎ per unit 

within each team. Constraints (3.23) and (3.24) limits the overload of providers in team. 

Constraint (3.23) ensures that the overload is equal to zero when there is no team available. 

Constraint (3.24) ensures that the overload is lower than the overload upper bound and 

limits the amount of overload. Constraint (3.25) prevents the assignment of the patient to 

the teams, which do not have the required providers who can provide chronic disease-

specific healthcare services. Constraint (3.26) ensures that the patients are assigned to only 

one team where there is at least one team of type 𝜏. Constraint (3.27) indicates that the 

variable 𝑦𝜌𝜏 is a binary variable. We show that that 𝑥𝜏 and 𝜑ℎ belong to non-negative 

integer and real number sets respectively in constraints (3.28) and (3.29). 

Now that we defined SCDDO and TCDDO models, we go over the solution approach 

adapted in this research in the next section. 
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3.3.4. Sample Average Approximation 

Proper estimation of expected recourse function and optimizing the expected recourse 

function over the first stage of stochastic optimization are among the main challenges in 

solving them. One approach to address the above-mentioned issues efficiently is Sample 

Average Approximation (SAA). SAA algorithm is considered as an efficient method for 

solving large-scale stochastic problems. SAA algorithm is based on Monte Carlo 

simulation, and it is capable of solving discrete optimization problems. This approach is 

generally used when obtaining the optimal solution by considering all the possible 

scenarios is not feasible in a reasonable amount of time. This method takes advantage of a 

random sampling of all possible scenarios to approximate the solution. Also, SAA has other 

advantages such as ease of numerical implementation, good convergence properties, a 

better approach for parallel computations, well developed statistical inference, and easy 

adaption to variance reduction techniques [127].  

In order to explain the SAA algorithm, let us denote the number of replications and 

the number of scenarios in the sampled problem by M and N, respectively. Also 𝑁′ 

represents the sample size used to estimate 𝑐𝑇𝑥 + 𝔼[𝒬(�̅�, 𝜉)] for a given feasible solution 

�̅�. The necessary steps for implementing the SAA algorithm is explained below [128]. 

We put forth the SAA algorithm in the following. In addition, we depict the flowchart 

of SAA algorithm implementation in Figure 3.2 [129]. 

 SAA Algorithm:  

1. Repeat the following steps for m = 1,...,M. 
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1.1.  Generate a random sample of scenarios with N realizations (i.e. 

{𝜉1, … , 𝜉𝑁}). 

1.2.  Solve the following problem and record the solution and the optimal 

objective value in vectors �̂�𝑁
𝑚 and 𝑣𝑁

𝑚, respectively. 

min
𝑥∈𝑋

{𝑐𝑇𝑥 + 𝑁−1[𝒬(�̅�, 𝜉𝑛)]} (3.30) 

 

1.3.  Evaluate the upper bound of the true optimal solution value �̂�𝑁′  (�̂�𝑁
𝑚) and 

the estimate of the variance 𝑆2
�̂�

𝑁′  (�̂�𝑁
𝑚) by generating 𝑁′ independent random samples 

{𝜉1, … , 𝜉𝑁′
} using the following formulas. 

�̂�𝑁′  (�̅�) = 𝑐𝑇�̅� + 𝑁′−1
 ∑ 𝒬(�̅�, 𝜉𝑛)

𝑁′

𝑛=1

 (3.31) 

𝑆2
�̂�

𝑁′  (�̅�) ∶= [𝑁′(1 − 𝑁′)]−1  ∑[𝑐𝑇�̅� + 𝒬(�̅�, 𝜉𝑛) − �̂�𝑁′  (�̅�)]2

𝑁′

𝑛=1

 (3.32) 

 

2. By using the following equations, find an unbiased estimator of 𝔼[𝑣𝑁] which is 

considered as the lower bound to 𝑣∗ and its estimate of the variance 𝑆
�̅�𝑁

𝑀
2 .  

�̅�𝑁
𝑀 =

1

𝑀
 ∑ 𝑣𝑁

𝑚

𝑀

𝑚=1

 (3.33) 

𝑆
�̅�𝑁

𝑀
2 =

1

𝑀(𝑀 − 1)
∑ (𝑣𝑁

𝑚 − �̅�𝑁
𝑀)2

𝑀

𝑚=1

 (3.34) 

 

3. For every solution �̂�𝑁
𝑚, m = 1,...,M, estimate the optimality gap by �̂�𝑁′  (�̂�𝑁

𝑚) − �̅�𝑁
𝑀, 

along with an estimated variance of 𝑆
�̅�𝑁

𝑀
2 + 𝑆2

�̂�
𝑁′  (�̂�𝑁

𝑚). Choose one of the M candidate 
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solutions based on the pre-defined criteria such as the least estimated objective value, or 

the smallest estimated gap.  

Start by Initializing M 
and N

Set t =0

Generate sample size N and solve 

the SAA problem

Estimate the optimality gap, and the 

variance of the gap estimator

Are the estimate of 

optimality gap 

and its variance 

sufficiently small?

Terminate

Choose the best solution 

among all candidate solutions

Is
t<M?

Increase N 

Reset counter t = 0

YES

NO

YES

NO

 

Figure 3.2: Flowchart of SAA Algorithm 

It is proven that the optimal value of SAA problem converges to the optimal value of 

the true problem when the sample size tends to infinity [130]. However, selecting a larger 

number of samples increases the complexity and the computation time of the model. In 
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order to tackle this issue, the SAA problem is solved several times with smaller 

independent and identically distributed samples rather than using a large number of 

samples. The quality of SAA solution depends on several factors such as the size of the 

sample, the convergence rate, and the algorithm termination criteria (see [131]).  

We use the Value of Stochastic solution (VSS) to measure the performance of the SAA 

algorithm in this research. VSS justifies the significance of using stochastic approaches 

over the expected value solution. Due to the complexity of solving stochastic recourse 

problem, there is a tendency toward replacing random variables of the model by their 

expected value and solving the mean value problem to find the Expectation of the Expected 

Value Problem (EEVP). However, EEVP is not necessarily close to the solution of 

Recourse Problem (RP) unless the optimal solution of the expected value problem is 

independent of random variables realizations. Thus, we use VSS to determine the 

usefulness of the model. VSS measures the cost saving where the stochastic solution is 

used rather than the mean value solution. Therefore, VSS represents the possible gain from 

solving the model by considering randomness. The value of the stochastic solution is 

defined as VSS = EEVP – RP. 

3.4. Computational Study  

In this section, we perform and discuss an extensive experimental analysis of proposed 

models.  

To assess and evaluate the computational performance of the proposed method, we 

compare the amount of change in the objective function for each problem for various 

problem sizes. Afterward, we establish the models by using the results of the comparison. 
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In addition, in this section, in order to find the optimal parameters of the model, we evaluate 

the computation time complexity of the models for different parameters. We present the 

value of the objective function for the stochastic problem, and the expected value problem 

in this analysis. Also, we evaluate the benefit of using randomness for modeling both 

problems, separately. We implemented the proposed model by using C++ programming 

language. To report the numerical results, a personal machine with a quad-core 2.4 GHz 

processor and 16 GB RAM is used. Due to the large execution time, we set the maximum 

CPLEX run time and the algorithm gap tolerance to 3600 seconds and one percent, 

respectively. The optimality gap instructs CPLEX to stop once it finds a feasible integer 

solution that is within one percent of optimal.  

3.4.1. SCDDO Result Discussion  

As mentioned before, the main objective of the SCDDO problem is to determine the 

number of providers that are necessary for each facility while minimizing the hiring and 

service coverage cost. In order to determine the model parameters, we evaluate the problem 

size in different stages. We consider four problem instances in this study that include 200, 

300, 400, and 500 patients during a particular strategic planning horizon. The problem 

scenarios are generated based on the number of patients, their random location, and the 

distribution of different attributes such as age and comorbidities. We uniformly assign 

patients to a physical location in a pre-defined location grid designed for specifying the 

distance of the patient from every available facility. The Manhattan distance approach is 

used to measure patient distance from available facilities. In the first step of the SAA 

algorithm, we generate M samples, each including N independent scenarios. Afterward, we 
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calculate the probability distribution of different attributes of the patient. Then, we generate 

different scenarios based on probability distribution of the patient’s attributes. Solving 

deterministic equivalent of the stochastic model for samples results in M candidate 

solutions. Then, SAA generates an evaluation scenario sample with 𝑁′ samples to evaluate 

the candidate solutions. Finally, SAA selects the optimal solution with the smallest gap 

among the evaluated candidate solution 

In Figure 3.3, the effect of scenario sample size on the quality of solution for different 

numbers of patients is shown. The number of sampling replications for instances is 

considered as 10. In order to determine the proper scenario sample size, we consider the 

second stage estimation sample size as 60 to be sufficiently greater than the scenario 

sample size. This way we compare the objective change for different values of scenario 

sample size N. In the following figures, we compare the change rate in the value of the 

objective function for a given scenario sample size to that of the previous size. As an 

example, in the first chart of Figure 3.3, the objective value of the problem with sample 

size 5 is compared to that of a problem with scenario sample size 10. Then the objective 

value of the problem with sample size 10 is compared to that of a problem with scenario 

sample size 15. This procedure is followed until we reach the point that the change rate of 

the objective value for a given scenario sample size is not significantly higher than the 

objective change rate of its preceding scenario sample size. We set the threshold for change 

ratio to 5%. 
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Figure 3.3: Analyzing Scenario Sample Size vs. Objective Change for SCDDO 

Figure 3.3 shows that by increasing the number of samples, the quality of the solution 

improves. This happens since more possible scenarios are considered, so the problem gets 

closer to reality. However, as it is indicated in this figure, by increasing the number of 

scenario sample size, the amount of improvement is reduced until it gets to the point that 

there is no significant change. This means that although increasing the scenario sample size 

enhances the quality of the solution, the relative rate of improvement is reduced.  

Now that the optimal number of N is determined in the previous step, the number of 

scenario samples is fixed for evaluating the best 𝑁′ for each problem in the next step.  
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Figure 3.4: Analyzing Estimation Sample Size vs. Objective Change for SCDDO 

Figure 3.4 shows the effect of the second stage evaluation sample size on the amount 

of improvement in the objective function. As it is shown, we use the optimal number of 

scenarios that are determined in the previous step for different number of patients to find 

the best estimation sample size. It is clear that by increasing the number of estimation 

sample size, the quality of the solution improves. However, the rate of improvement 

decreases while 𝑁′ increases. Thus, we select 𝑁′ as the point where there is no significant 

improvement in the value of the objective function after that point.  
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After selecting the parameters of the stochastic programming model, we solve the 

proposed problem and summarize the results in Table 3.1. We used two different methods 

to solve the problem. First, we solved the problem by using the SAA method explained in 

this research. Then we solved the expected value problem whereby all the stochastic 

variables are replaced by their expected value. Afterward, we compared the solution of 

these two approaches. We expressed the absolute value of the difference between the RP 

and EEVP solutions in Table 3.1. As it is explained in the methodology of this chapter, we 

use the value of the stochastic solution to measure the usefulness of the model. The absolute 

value of the VSS represents the amount that decision makers can save if they use stochastic 

solution with random scenarios instead of only using the mean value scenario.  

Table 3.1: The Results of Stochastic Optimization for SCDDO Problem 

Instance No. 
# of 

Patients 

# of 

Replications 

(M) 

Sample 

Size 

(N) 

Evaluation 

Sample 

Size (N') 

EEVP RP Abs. VSS 

SCDDO_1 200 10 20 50 104,553.82 93,351.63 11,202.20 

SCDDO_2 300 10 30 50 158,573.02 142,858.58 15,714.44 

SCDDO_3 400 10 40 60 200,032.54 177,019.95 23,012.59 

SCDDO_4 500 10 40 60 283,542.38 246,558.59 36,983.79 

 

As the results suggest, the VSS improves by increasing the number of patients. 

However, we must be aware that the number of scenarios is increased along with the 

problem size. So, one reason affecting the VSS is that by increasing the number of 

scenarios and evaluation sample size, the model gets closer to reality which means that the 

algorithm benefits from more possible scenarios and can generate better candidate 

solutions compared to the solution of the mean value problem. 
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Please note that we set the MIP gap tolerance to one percent in this study. This value 

indicates that CPLEX stops when it finds a feasible integer solution that is within one 

percent of optimality. Since the objective function of the proposed model amounts to a 

hundred thousand, we avoid further processing and stop at one percent. However, one can 

proceed with a tighter optimality gap where more accuracy is required, or the execution 

time is not costly to avoid any chance of missing the best possible solution.  

3.4.2. TCDDO Result Discussion  

In the second study, we determine the number of each type of teams for each facility 

while balancing the workload among the teams within the facility. We designed different 

problem instances in this study. We solved the problem by considering many types of team 

compositions with different number and type of providers. Also, we considered patients 

with different chronic diseases along with their associated workload. Each team consists 

of various numbers of individuals including primary care physician (PCP), registered nurse 

(RN) which include psychiatric-mental health nurse, licensed practical nurse (LPN), 

nutritionist, pharmacist, and clerical assistant. As a best practice, some resources can be 

shared between care provider teams in the team-based care delivery systems. To tackle this 

matter, we divide the total available capacity of each shared resource by the number of 

teams using that particular resource and consider that resource as a standalone resource but 

with a divided capacity between the teams.  

We calculate the capacity of full-time employees based on their number of working 

days and the maximum RVU value per hour for each provider. The available capacity of 

the providers is also calculated based on their Full-Time Equivalent (FTE). The FTE 
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represents a scale to compare the hours that a part-time employee works to that of a full-

time employee. Thus, the FTE for a full-time employee is equal to one, and the FTE for 

part-time employees is determined as a proportion of the FTE of full-time employees with 

respect to their working hours. We consider 1920 available working hours in each year for 

every full-time employee considering 20 days off due to vacation. Afterward, we use the 

maximum RVU values per hour for each provider, which was obtained by the CPT codes 

performed and the RVU scale schema [132] to convert and express the available capacity 

of providers based on RVU. For example, the maximum RVU/hour for a physician in 

Detroit VA medical center is equal to 12, so the provider can deliver 20304 RVU during a 

year. We consider four types of teams in this study each of which consists of various types 

of healthcare providers.  

In order to generate the scenarios, we consider different problem sizes and generate 

random scenarios based on the probability distribution of the features in the dataset. Then, 

the required workload of patients is predicted for every scenario. In order to have a robust 

estimation, we repeat the sampling process for multiple times and pick the best candidate 

solution. Then, we run the SAA algorithm five times and take the average of the solutions 

to remove any variances in the solution that may happen due to the machine performance. 

In order to approximate the recourse function of the stochastic optimization model, we 

use the SAA algorithm. The algorithm takes independent and identically distributed 

samples where each sample has a constant number of scenarios. The main goal of the first 

part of this analysis is to determine the optimal number of scenarios in the sampled 
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problem. After determining the number of sampling replications and the number of 

scenarios, we solve the stochastic model and evaluate the results.  

In the first stage of the analysis, M samples are generated; each of these samples 

consists of N independent scenarios to be utilized for estimating the recourse function of 

the stochastic optimization model. Then, according to SAA algorithm, we solve the 

deterministic equivalent of the TCDDO problem independently for every sample M, which 

results in M candidate solutions. In order to evaluate the candidate solutions, we generate 

a scenario sample set with a much larger number of scenarios compared to the number of 

the scenarios in the initial scenario sample set N (𝑁′>>N). Then, we compare each 

candidate solution to the solution of the evaluation problem and choose the best candidate 

solution. The reason that we take one evaluation sample is to establish a fair comparison 

between solutions where the chance of being chosen is equal for all the candidate solutions. 

The described analysis procedure makes evident that determining the optimal number of 

samples and scenarios is critical to our analytic approach in terms of solution quality and 

computational efficiency. Accordingly, we analyze the improvement in the value of the 

objective function for different sample and scenario sizes subsequently. This analysis gives 

us the capability to determine the optimal combination of the number of samples and 

scenarios. In order to determine the best sample and scenario sizes, we follow the procedure 

of comparing the improvement in the value of the objective function until there is no 

significant improvement in the objective function of a given sample size compared to the 

objective function value associated with its preceding sample size.  
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The TCDDO problem is solved by considering different problem sizes. We consider 

six instances with 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 and 140 patient sample size over a particular tactical 

planning horizon. We design the scenarios by considering different attributes of patients 

and their associated workload. We analyze the sensitivity of the model in terms of two 

different aspects which are objective function change and time complexity. Let us begin 

with the objective function change analysis by explaining the procedure that is followed to 

identify the optimal sample and scenario sizes. As it is shown in Figure 3.5, the number of 

sampling replication (M) is set to 10. Then we determine scenario sample size (N) where 

the probability of each scenario is equally likely. In addition, we consider the second stage 

estimation sample size 𝑁′ equal to 60 to be sufficiently large for problem evaluation.  

Afterward, we investigate the effect of the scenario sample size on the quality of the 

solution in terms of the change in the objective function for each problem size. As it is 

depicted in Figure 3.5, the procedure followed here is to compare the objective function 

for each sample size with the value of the objective function of its preceding sample size 

then calculating their difference as the change in the value of the objective function. As an 

example, in the chart on the top left of Figure 3.5, we consider the basis value for the 

sample scenario size as 5 and compare its associated value of the objective function to that 

of a problem with scenario sample size equal to 10. Then we follow this procedure to 

compare the value of the objective function associated with samples with 10 and 15 

scenarios. We continue the procedure until reaching the point that there is no significant 

improvement in the objective function value associated with the current sample size 

compared to that of a problem with the succeeding sample scenario size.  
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Figure 3.5: Analyzing Scenario Sample Size vs. Objective Change for TCDDO 

 

As the results in Figure 3.5 shows, for each problem from top left to bottom right the 

optimal number of scenarios are 20, 20, 20, 30, and 40, respectively.  
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As the second set of running time analysis, we focused on analyzing the effect of 

changing the number of scenario samples on the performance of the algorithm. We 

consider the number of sampling replication as 10 for this analysis. Also, we run each 

instance for five times to reduce the effect of CPU performance variation on the problem 

solution. As it is displayed in Figure 3.6, by increasing the scenario sample size, the running 

time increases exponentially. One possible reason is that the algorithm must solve both the 

first and second stage for each instance.  
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Figure 3.6: Analyzing Scenario Sample Size vs. Execution Time for TCDDO 
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We use the scenario sample sizes from the previous analysis as inputs for their 

associated problem to perform the analysis on the evaluation scenario sample size. The 

primary goal of the analysis depicted in Figure 3.7 is to find the optimal number of 

evaluation sample size 𝑁′ by fixing the optimal sample scenario size for each problem. We 

try different evaluation sample sizes and compare their associated change in the objective 

function. We follow the same procedure as described earlier in order to determine the 

evaluation sample size. As it is demonstrated in the Figure 3.7, the quality of the solution 

increases when the evaluation sample size is increased. However, the rate of change 

plunges significantly. As we are only interested in the amount of change that is significantly 

higher than that of its preceding, we choose the evaluation sample size for which the change 

in the objective function is relatively significant compared to its following sample size. 

Therefore, we defined the threshold of the change as 5% and choose the scenario sample 

size that reaches the threshold first. Thus, the optimal number of evaluation sample size for 

problem instances are equal to 50, 50, 50, 50, 60, and 60 from the top right to the bottom 

left chart, respectively. 
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Figure 3.7: Analyzing Estimation Sample Size vs. Objective Change for TCDDO 

Now that we determined the number of evaluation sample size, in this part of the 

analysis, we illustrate how the average running time of the algorithm changes concerning 

changes in the evaluation scenario sample size. SAA algorithm requires a large number of 
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scenarios for accurately estimating the second stage of the problem. So, we consider a 

relatively large number of evaluation sample size in this analysis. As the results of the 

execution time displayed in Figure 3.8 suggests, the running time of the algorithm increases 

by increasing the number of the evaluation samples. The running time increases 

exponentially, however, the rate of the increase resulted from increasing the number of 

evaluation samples, is less than the rate of increase in the running time that is discussed 

earlier when changing the number of scenario samples.  
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Figure 3.8: Analyzing Estimation Sample Size vs. Execution Time for TCDDO 

To summarize, we illustrated the execution running time for each problem instance in 

Figure 3.9. We executed the algorithms for five times for each problem size to reduce the 

effect of machine performance variation. In this figure, we analyze the effect of increasing 

the problem size in our model. The results suggest that the average execution time of the 
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algorithm increases exponentially when the problem size is increased. From the definition 

of SAA algorithm explained in the previous section, this is a reasonable outcome. Since by 

increasing the problem size, the algorithm must solve the first and the second stages of the 

stochastic optimization problem for every sample. Hence, due to the increase in the sample 

size, the model requires more scenarios.  

 

Figure 3.9: Execution Time Analysis for TCDDO Problem Instances 

The established running time and objective change analysis enable the decision makers 

to optimally fine-tune the model parameters. Now that optimal parameters of the TCDDO 

problem are chosen, we solve the problem by using two solution approaches. Initially, we 

solve the problem by using the expected value problem where the random variables are 

replaced by their expected value. To provide the second set of solutions, we solve the 

stochastic problem by using SAA algorithm. Finally, we present and compare the results 
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of both approaches in Table 3.2. In addition, we present the value of stochastic solution so 

that the decision makers are able to measure the performance of the stochastic solution. 

VSS represents the impact of considering the variable stochasticity into the solution 

method and is considered as a measure for performance of the stochastic solution approach.  

 

 

We solved the stochastic problem and its expected value problem five times for every 

instance and reported the average of the objective function in Table 3.2. Please note that 

the parameters of the model are tuned for each instance. As we observe in the results of 

Table 3.2, generally the VSS increases when the problem size increases. The results also 

suggest VSS rises suddenly for problem instance TCDDO_5. This happens because of the 

increase in the evaluation scenario sample size. Since increasing N', results in a more 

realistic estimation of the candidate solution due to the greater number of covered scenarios 

and more coverage of the reality. Moreover, we know that by increasing N, we provide the 

model with more information about the possible scenarios so by using a greater number of 

scenario samples, we can improve the quality of solution and generate better solutions. In 

this way, it is evident that using stochastic optimization techniques can significantly 

Table 3.2: The Results of Stochastic Optimization for TCDDO Problem 

Instance No. 
# of 

Patients 

# of 

Replications 

(M) 

Scenario 

Sample 

Size (N) 

Evaluation 

Sample 

Size (N') 

EEVP RP Abs. VSS 

TCDDO_1 40 10 20 50 49,021.60 43,381.95 5,639.65 

TCDDO_2 60 10 20 50 68,159.42 60,318.07 7,841.35 

TCDDO_3 80 10 20 50 74,655.85 66,067.13 8,588.73 

TCDDO_4 100 10 30 50 86,349.53 76,415.51 9,934.02 

TCDDO_5 120 10 40 60 144,497.96 127,874.30 16,623.7 

TCDDO_6 140 10 40 60 154,933.75 137,109.52 17,824.2 
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contribute to improve the solution and deliver value by using more information and 

scenarios from reality rather than only using average scenario to solve the problem.  

3.5. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this chapter of the dissertation, we focused on the prescriptive analysis. After 

determining the required workload of the patients, the main issue is to provide efficient 

healthcare systems to the patient to improve the quality of the service and reduce the cost 

of providing the care. We discussed two different management level decision-making 

problems in this chapter. First, we focused on the strategic decision-making level where 

the decision maker deals with multiple healthcare facilities. Facilities play a significant role 

where it comes to strategic capacity management. We formulated this problem as a two-

stage problem with recourse where the patient’s demand and location are uncertain. The 

main objective of the strategic chronic disease decision optimization (SCDDO) problem is 

to manage the required capacity of the healthcare providers by optimizing the number of 

providers in the first stage of the decision-making process. The objectives of SCDDO in 

the second stage are assigning patients to the healthcare facilities, offering incentives to 

patients by transferring them between the facilities, and then adjusting the hiring decisions 

of the first stage of the problem.  

The scope of the second model discussed in this chapter lies in the tactical planning 

for chronic disease operations management. Unlike the previous model which focused on 

higher-level capacity management for multiple facilities, we proposed an integrated model 

for the team-based workforce and workload optimization within one single facility where 

the required workload of the patients is stochastic. Team-based healthcare delivery system 
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is proven as a successful model for reducing cost and improving the quality of the care. 

With more healthcare organizations establishing team-based delivery systems, some 

challenges emerged to be critical for the efficiency of these systems. One of the most 

important challenges is establishing a systematic approach for assigning patients to the 

teams by considering the limitation of the teams in terms of their capacity. In order to 

develop more sustainable teams with a balanced workload, we developed a stochastic 

optimization model for a patient-team assignment where the required workload of the 

patient is not known.  

In team-based healthcare delivery systems, the demand is considered as a stochastic 

variable which can be spread through the healthcare team based on the specialty and 

responsibility of healthcare providers. The stochasticity of the demand results in a portfolio 

of demand which depends on different conditions and attributes of the patient. In the 

previous chapter, we used the patient attributes to model the workload. Then in this chapter, 

we modeled the tactical chronic disease decision optimization problem as a two-stage 

stochastic optimization model which aims to minimize the number of teams and balance 

the workload between teams. As the results suggest, the stochastic optimization provided 

us with a more realistic solution. However, we must consider the increase in time 

complexity of the approach as the number of scenarios and problem size increase. We 

discussed the scalability of the problem and analyzed the solution performance with respect 

to the running time of the algorithm. In addition, we compared the change in the objective 

function for a various number of scenarios and chose the optimal scenario sample size for 

every instance to optimize the efficiency of the proposed solution.  
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Furthermore, we provided some insights about the value of considering uncertainty 

into the model. As the result of this study suggests, considering randomness can help to 

reduce the cost of team-based healthcare delivery. This study provides comprehensive 

modeling and solution for capacity planning in a team-based healthcare delivery system 

which is an essential step and has a prominent impact on improving recent health delivery 

systems and leads to improvements in patient satisfaction as well as maintaining continuity 

of care. 

Modeling the real-world problem without using any assumption is not reasonable. As 

the future steps, the proposed model can be improved by relaxing some preliminary 

constraints and assumptions used in this research. Such modifications include considering 

stochastic utilization rate, different efficiency rate for team members and different quality 

of provided care by each care provider as well as taking into account the possibility of 

switching teams by patients and coordination between care providers of teams. 
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CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSION 

4.1. Summary and Contribution  

Healthcare delivery system strategic planning is a critical contributor to the 

effectiveness of chronic disease operations management and quality improvement of 

provided services to patients. With considering aging of the population, there is more need 

for coordinated care teams with team members who communicate regularly to make sure 

that patients with chronic disease receive appropriate services in a timely manner and in an 

efficient way. As it is discussed, the efficient design and development of the 

multidisciplinary teams are essential for better management of the chronic disease. This is 

important due to the fact that well-structured health professional teams with a clear division 

of responsibilities and well-balanced workload offer a wide range of skills and insight 

coming from different individuals. Consequently, patients with chronic disease receive 

high-quality care.  

As it is discussed in the previous chapters of this dissertation, some researchers 

investigated the importance of building multidisciplinary teams for chronic disease 

operations management and focused on examining its impact on chronic disease 

interventions. However, two critical questions needed to be answered. The first question 

was how the required workload of patient should be estimated and measured, and the 

second question was how decision makers should estimate, plan and optimize the required 

capacity of teams and their assignment to patients to be able to satisfy the patient’s needs 

efficiently and minimize the cost of the healthcare systems. 
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The goal of this dissertation is to assist healthcare decision makers in chronic disease 

operations decision-making by providing a systematic and scientific approach to answer 

the aforementioned questions. For this reason, we proposed a methodological and 

conceptual framework for understanding the essential elements of chronic disease 

operations management for different decision-making levels in the first chapter of this 

dissertation. The proposed framework covers two important decision-making stages, 

namely predictive and prescriptive analytics. We focused on predictive analysis part of the 

research in the second chapter of this dissertation. The developed model predicts the 

required workload of patients based on their various features and characteristics such as 

age and different types of chronic diseases. Afterward, we used the output of the predictive 

analysis to develop the strategic and tactical capacity planning models for multiple and 

single facilities in chapter three. Finally, we elaborated on the summary, contribution and 

potential future directions of this dissertation in chapter four.  

Since demand of the patients from the healthcare system is not always known, we 

developed different predictive approaches in the predictive analysis phase of this 

dissertation. The performance of the patient workload prediction is a key factor for 

decision-making in chronic disease operations management. Thus, we compared the 

performance of the developed methods and chose the most accurate approach for predicting 

the patient required workload. In order to achieve a better prediction performance, we 

developed a deep multi-task learning approach. We used stacked autoencoders for 

transforming the data representation. Then, we used multi-task learning instead of single-

task learning in order to be able to consider the similar characteristics of the patients and 
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distinguish between the workload of the patients in each facility as well as improve the 

performance of the prediction. In terms of performance, which is defined by the mean 

squared error of prediction, the deep multi-task learning approach outperformed many 

machine-learning techniques. In general, a large set of samples that fully represents the 

targeted statistical population is an essential input for almost any machine learning 

technique. However, sometimes this requirement is not satisfied due to the data gathering 

issues. Thus, the burden of dealing with the prediction accuracy and training a precise 

learner is on researchers and data scientists. They must choose the appropriate machine 

learning approach in order to assist the decision makers in their subsequent management 

decisions for capacity planning and process optimization. Therefore, in this dissertation, 

we took advantage of a special property of multi-task learning where the samples are 

trained jointly. In the proposed approach, after transforming the data by using stacked 

autoencoders, the data is categorized based on the healthcare facilities with a limited 

dataset for each category. We showed that transforming the data and using the multi-task 

learning approach improve the performance of the patient workload prediction compared 

to the performance of utilizing feature selection and bagging techniques. 

As discussed above, the accuracy and dependability of patient workload prediction is 

an important and critical aspect to be considered in the chronic disease decision-making 

process since it has a direct relationship with decreasing the overall cost of healthcare 

systems and increasing patient satisfaction. After obtaining an accurate healthcare 

workload prediction as an input for the prescriptive analytics phase of this research, we 
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studied healthcare capacity and resource planning in team-based chronic disease operations 

management systems in this dissertation.  

The prescriptive analysis phase of the proposed framework consists of two 

optimization problems discussed in chapter three of this dissertation. In the first part, we 

focused on strategic healthcare capacity planning that includes capacity planning for 

multiple facilities. For many healthcare delivery organizations, facility is a very important 

entity and many long-term capacity management tasks such as demand estimation and 

capacity management are facility-based. For this reason, we developed a two-stage 

stochastic optimization model in order to minimize the number of each specific healthcare 

provider. We considered the location of patients to model the problem. This model is 

capable of minimizing the required service coverage cost of patient transportation between 

the facilities in its second stage.  

The goal of the second problem discussed in chapter three is to assist decision makers 

in tactical decision-making within each healthcare facility. The results of this model 

provide useful insights for resource allocation. This model is analyzed under several 

scenarios. The result determines the number of every specialty team and the patient 

allocation for each of them while minimizing the amount of overtime for each team. After 

finding the optimal parameters for every model with different problem sizes, the 

performance of the model is examined by using the objective function value improvement 

and the time complexity metrics. In addition, the use of stochastic optimization is justified 

by evaluating the value of the stochastic solution for problems with a various number of 

patients who require healthcare services throughout a course of certain planning horizon.  
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We believe this dissertation can contribute toward the advancement of the research 

and knowledge in chronic disease operations management in many aspects. We believe 

that to the best of our knowledge there is no existing literature on designing an analytical 

and comprehensive framework for chronic disease operations management in different 

management levels when the workload is unknown. In this research, we suggested RVU 

as a quantitative measure for the required workload of the patients. This research 

contributes to the existing literature by adopting multi-task learning approach for 

forecasting the patient workload for the first time. We developed a statistical approach that 

categorizes the instances based on their facility-dependent features while training the 

instances simultaneously. We addressed the issue of limitation in training samples by 

integrating the relatedness of tasks for training the model. Moreover, we developed a deep 

multi-task learning approach to improve the accuracy of the prediction by feature 

representation. Besides, we provided a comprehensive performance comparison to 

evaluate the accuracy of our proposed approaches compared to well-known prediction 

techniques. As this research continued with optimization models, we defined and proposed 

two novel decision-making problems in chronic disease operations management, namely 

SCDDO and TCDDO.  

The scope of decision-making in SCDDO is at strategic management level. We 

developed a model that provides a mathematical and systematic solution for allocating 

healthcare providers to patients who have different chronic conditions in a team-based 

healthcare delivery system when the required workload of patients is unknown. We 

developed a model that takes the distance of patient from facilities into account. Decision 
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makers can use the proposed model to provide service coverage incentives in terms of 

transportation cost reimbursement to specific patients in order to reduce the overall 

healthcare cost.  

TCDDO model developed in this research accounts for the tactical decision-making 

for chronic disease operations management focused on planning for one facility unlike the 

SCDDO model, which was focused on multiple facilities. We developed a novel stochastic 

capacity planning model to determine the number of every type of healthcare teams with 

different compositions within each facility in the tactical level. This problem is modeled as 

a two-stage stochastic optimization model, which provides insights about three critical 

tactical decisions. The solution of the model helps decision makers to determine the 

number of required teams in each facility and the assignment of the patients to teams when 

balancing the workload of teams where the workload of the patient is not deterministic. So 

stochastic capacity management for team-based health delivery systems would be a 

knowledge contribution to researches on chronic disease operations management. 

To summarize, this research provides a comprehensive modeling and solution for 

decision-making in chronic disease operations management under uncertainty, which is 

essential for designing effective healthcare delivery interventions. We believe that research 

in data analytics, operations research and management aspects of chronic disease strategic 

planning is limited. As discussed before, there are lots of opportunities yet unanswered 

questions in the context of chronic disease operations management. The need and urgency 

for more research in this context become clearer when one investigates the cost burden of 

ignoring the necessity of having a systematic design for chronic disease care delivery. That 
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is to say, due to the aging population, growing the number of people with chronic 

conditions in recent years, the complexity of the comorbidity treatment, the need of 

continued care and regular treatments, as well as the shortage in skilled resources, there 

should be a special attention to use systematic and scientific approaches for designing 

chronic disease operations management systems. 

This research is an attempt to make the process of healthcare decisions making more 

structured and transparent. We tried to develop a mechanism to reduce the redundant 

operations and costs in healthcare delivery, which is a prominent element of the overall 

cost of providing healthcare services. We hope that this research can contribute to the 

research society and consequently affect the healthcare delivery systems positively so that 

high-quality and low-cost healthcare becomes available to everyone in the globe.  

4.2. Future Works 

In this section, we discuss some of the possible future work and potential research 

opportunities. As it is suggested in the proposed framework of chronic disease operations 

management, operational planning is the last level of decision-making in chronic disease 

operations management where the focus is on the operations within each facility. This 

includes many types of optimization problems such as resource scheduling to find an 

optimal way to assign healthcare providers to patients in a timely manner, shift assignment, 

as well as admission and bed scheduling.  

In this study, we proposed a deep multi-task learning approach for predicting the 

required patient workload. Technically, using any other prediction method that can 

improve the accuracy of the prediction is an improvement of the predictive part of this 
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dissertation. In this research, we tried stacked autoencoders for feature representation. One 

can use other deep learning approaches. However, the interpretation of the represented 

features remains as an unknown and needs an extensive amount of research. Furthermore, 

as it is discussed in this research, due to the similarities between some patients, we can use 

unsupervised learning methods specifically clustering algorithms to group similar patients 

together based on their various features such as patient location or comorbidity that may 

significantly contribute to defining the similarity.  

As the number of trips increases with the number of patients, developing automated 

vehicle assignment, scheduling and dispatching optimization model for vehicles in the 

patient transportation network can be considered as an essential improvement for SCDDO 

problem. This way the service providers can enhance their efficiency by minimizing the 

cost of operation. In addition, we can investigate the vehicle routing problem in the future 

steps of this research to choose the best route for vehicles in the network and ensure that 

the riders take the route with minimum cost and can get to their destinations in a timely 

fashion. Furthermore, developing routing algorithms that can respond to road and weather 

conditions as well as vehicle breakdowns can be a direction for future research. Moreover, 

a combination of vehicle routing optimization and ride sharing between patients can be a 

worthwhile attempt for enhancing this research. 

We believe that there are some potential improvements associated with TCDDO 

problem. We tried to make reasonable assumptions to solve the problem; however, to make 

the model closer to reality, some constraints can be lifted. Such modifications of 

assumptions include considering stochastic utilization rate, different efficiency rate for 
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providers in the team and different quality of provided care by each care provider. In 

addition, one can consider the possibility of switching teams by patients as well as the 

existence of coordination between care providers among teams. Moreover, developing a 

dynamic model for patient migration and dynamically updating the patient allocation, and 

enter and dropout from the system can be helpful to make the model closer to the reality. 

Furthermore, patient scheduling within the teams can be considered as future research in 

this area.  

As the results of this dissertation suggest, the execution time of the SAA algorithm 

changes dramatically when the number of scenarios increases. Therefore, we can conclude 

that an efficient scenario optimization method can be used to reduce the number of 

scenarios when covering an acceptable range of events. In addition, one can use different 

optimization techniques to solve the problem such as L-shaped method, progressive 

hedging algorithm, and meta-heuristic approaches. In addition, by adding various stages of 

decision-making, the problem can be formulated as a multi-stage stochastic optimization 

problem. Since the scenario sample size significantly affects the performance of the 

solution method, one can use parallel algorithms to speed-up the solving process. In that 

case, due to the quick response of the algorithm, the approach can be more responsive so 

that decision makers can be provided with real-time solutions for short-term decision-

making.  
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Meeting the complex needs of patients with chronic illness is the single greatest 

challenge in medical practices. Chronic disease is a prevalent and high-cost issue in the 

United States healthcare systems. Efficient spending of healthcare funds and better 

management of healthcare operation costs lead to an enhanced access to high-quality 

healthcare services and reduces the overall healthcare cost. Thus, in this research, we have 

proposed a comprehensive framework for chronic disease operations management. Due to 

uncertainty in patient demand and workload, this framework consists of two predictive and 

prescriptive analysis phases. In the first phase, we have proposed a deep multi-task learning 

approach for predicting the required workload of patients. Then in the second phase, we 

have developed two stochastic optimization models for capacity planning and resource 

allocation for decision-making in strategic and tactical management levels where the scope 

of decision-making includes single and multiple facilities, respectively. One of the 

drawbacks of earlier studies in workload prediction is that the problem is not investigated 

for multiple facilities where the quality of provided services, equipment and resources used 
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for provided services as well as diagnosis and treatment procedures may differ even for 

patients with similar conditions. Besides, the sparsity of chronic disease data is another 

challenge in workload prediction. To tackle the mentioned issues, we have considered 

patient-dependent and facility-dependent attributes as well as the relation between them 

into the proposed model and trained multiple related tasks simultaneously. In addition, we 

have transformed the data using multiple non-linear transformations through several 

hidden layers to capture data complexity and sparsity for providing a robust abstraction. 

The results of this study show that feature representation and training related instances 

jointly increase the performance of patient workload prediction. Moreover, we have 

addressed two critical issues in team-based healthcare strategic and tactical planning. The 

first issue is to determine the optimal number of providers for multiple facilities and 

eligible patients for pay-to-travel incentives where the demand and location of patients are 

unknown. The second issue is to minimize the number of different healthcare teams and 

balance their workload within every single facility. We have developed a stochastic 

workforce and workload optimization model under various scenarios to address this issue. 

The result of prescriptive analysis suggests considering the randomness rather than 

replacing the stochastic variables by their expected value significantly contributes in 

reducing the overall cost of healthcare and practically enhancing access to care. 
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